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Valuable Papers Furnished by the
Hamilton Bank Note Company,
Acting in Good Faith.
C. A. SETON, PRISONER,
WAS A HIGH LIVER.
New York, Jan. rt.—Announce-
ment was made today by detectives
engaged upon the case that the mys-
tery surrounding the origin of the
counter:fejt certificates of the Norfolk
& Western railroad, recently placed
upon the market, had teen cleared
up, and that, the man most wanted
in connection with the forgeries was
under arrest.
The officers said that Charles Au-
gustus Seton, the promoter who was
arrested in Turkeytown, a hamlet
near E kton. Md., last night on a
charge of grand larceny, in nowise
connected with the stock certificate
forgeries, would, however, be a valu-
able witness in the forgery prosecu-
tion. as he is alleged to have received
one of the counterfeit certificates.
The lithograph stone from which
the bogus certificates were made, to-
gether with correspondence alleged to
implicate the suspect. have been
turned over to the district attorney's
office. A proof of the certificates and
an alleged forged order for stock
certificates addressed to the Hamilton
Bank Note company and purporting
to be signed by the president of the
Norfolk & Western railroad. was
found, the detectives declare, in a
"Wall street office during a search
among the effects of a suspect in an-
other case, last September. The fur
significance of the find was not real-
ized until the forged certificates were
marketed It was then that the plate
was traced through the correspond-
ence found, and this, together with
the proof and alleged forged otder,
was turned over to District Attorney
Jerome.
Two Books of Certificates.
The suspect in the forgery case, the
oficers say, went to the Hamilton
Bank Note company, in this ety, and
showing a, letter written on the sta-
tionery of the Waldorf-Astoria and
purporting to come from the presi-
dent of the Norfolk & Western rail-
road company, ordered 500 certificates
of loo shares of common-stock each.
They were made in two hooks
The certificates were made in' five-
kit shares. One lot was shown to
brokers in town. One broker.
Charles Augustus Seton, said:
.Transfer _bashetn__ made ft
good certificate without breaking .t
up at all. Such a job would be ex-
ceedingly dffli;cult," said, lie is
said to have given the detectives the
nutter, of several men who, he be-
lieved, were able to do such work.
Two of them are in Canada. Seton,
who is charged with grand larcency,
comes from Cleveland. and is said to
be well-known there. He inherited
$40.000 from his father. Soon after
he came to New York he got up the
National India Famine Relief Fund.
He was arrested twice in connection
with that. One charge was that he
'had collected money from a lot of
young women who had applies] foP
work as stenographers, and another
charge was that he had forged, the
name of a Society woman to his sub-
scription appeal. He was in the
Tombs for two months and was then
discharged. the compleinant having
gone to Europe. That was in Tao.
.Seton's wife was a :Miss Crum, of
Columbus, daughter of a former Vest-
master. She is his sealed wife. They
occupied expensive apartments here
at 1048 Fifth avenue, while Seton;was
banker and offering to float bonds.
They left the Fifth-avenue placel last,
October.
TAFT WASTING AWAY, ,
BUT HE LIKES IT.
ponderous Secretary of War Loses
Twenty Pounds by Exercise.
Washington, Jan. it—Secretary
Taft 'has been for several weeks past
endetivorin•g systematically to reduce
Hs weight, and was able today to an-
nounce a measurable degree of suc-
cess.
When he began the ttaatment. as
thie result of a rather sedentary life
• %
:Ir. the Philippines and lack of exer-
cise here, lie weilrhert 3t4Wesipourids.
-rsiiipy he weighed 2944 pounds, a





CHINESE TELL THE POLICE






07-•anisation Chios Strong Foothold Appellate Court Says Slaughter Case
It Chicago—Known as the clip Does Not tio to Federal Court
Sing Tong. —Other Legal News
Chicago, Jan. Ir.—Fearing for
their lives at the hands of the higth-
hinders, several well known Chinese
merchants have sought protection
from police.
Those who have complained to bhe
police refuse to give their names, say
ing should it become known that they
ham informed the authoritic,i they
might meet with violence. .
Must Join.
All are positive, however, that the
organization has, already gained a
strong foothold in Chicago, and they
say at least twenty merchants Who
'have refused to listens to the plead-
ings of the agents to become mem-
lies have been told that unless they
consider their notion they will be
forced out of business. Some, it is
said, have been „ threatened with vio-
lence and even death providing they
remain obstinate.
The organization is known as the
Hip Sing Tong society, and accord-
ing to those who know is the same as
is generally known in New York and
San Francisco as the Highbinders.
Nightly Meetings.
The society has employed an in-
terpreter, it is said, and has elected
regular officers, and meetings are held
nightly at Chinatown. •
It it claimed that the fleet step of
the members when a merchant refuses
to join the ranks is to write anony-
mous letters to Chief of Police Col-
lins complaining of. the character of
the place kept by the obstinate ones,
and in otter ways causing them trou-
ble. Detectives have been (leaded to
learn more about the alleged work-
ings of the secret band.
WILL NOT ACCEPT
M. GARDNER DOES NOT
WANT SEWERAGE INSPEC-
TORSHIP.
Says Bond Offered Here for Him
Was Done So Without His
Permission.
Contractor George Gardner yester-
day returned to Hopkinsville, Ky., to
complete the sanitary sewerage sys-
tem he and his partner, NIT. Charles
Robertson, are laying there for the
private corporation that was granted
a franchise -by the municipal legisla-
autlinritiee of tbet 
here Mv. Gartner announced most
positively that he would not accept
the city sanitary sewerage inspector-
ship to whieh he was elected last
month by the council/ and aldermen
lie said right after the•elect'on that
he would not serve. but tne Repub-
licans who gave him the majority
vote that won offered his hcstnd for
performance of the ditties of the
office, and the surety was accepted.
Mr. „Gardner was out of the city at
that time and could not be communi-
cated with, therefore it was naturally
thought he had changed his mind and
would take the public' place, but now
upon h's return he says most posi-
tively that he does neltIvant it, and
that whoever offerred the bond for
him to the legislative boards did so
without authority from hin2. *
This avowed determination on part
of Mr. Gardner makes it necessary
for the beArds to elect some other.
Tiff term of the former inspector, A
Franke, expired the first of this year,
and the city has had no .inspector
since then to look after that. depart-
ment, as C.ontrator Gardner is kept
over at Hopkinsville looking after
their work there. He • has nearly
finished the undertaking that placed
Hqpkinsville posses4ion Of_ a first
class sanitar.yverage system.
Mr. Gardner was the candidate of
the Repablieans who thought /him a
member of that party, but says he





Pekin. Jan. t t.—The Chinese min-
ister at Washington has. telegraphed
his government, that any satisfactory
legislation on the exclusion, question
is improbable. He says,that the ma-
jority of congressrmep favor greater
liberality, but that gre influence of
the laboring class is too strong
againet the Chinese. -
Judge Lightfoot will return bhis
morning from Wickliffe, where
went an,d appeared for the plaintiff in
the case where defendant made a mo-
tion for a new trial of the damage
suit of Miss Lola Warlord against
Dr. S. M. Dorris, for alleged mal-
practice. Plaintiff got judgment for
.$1,000 against the doctor, who now
wants a new hearing. On return of
the jadge it will be shown what
Judge. Bugg decided to do about the
new hearing.
Important Decision.
The appellate court's decision in
the suit of Frank Slaughter against
the N., C. & St. L. railroad is quite
an important point, as it overrules
the decision of Lawyer Campbell
Flournoy, who sat in the local circuit
court on trial of the litigation and
transferred it to the United States
court.
Slaughter is the youngest brother of
Captain John Slaughter, of this city's
fire department, and while learning to
brake upon the N., C. St St. L., got
his leg miangled under the wheels of
the caboose, by trying to jump aboard
while it was moving. Amputation was
necessary and 'he brought suit against
the road here for Sio,000. Jude
Reed is lawyer for the road, and there
by disqualified from presiding in the
action. Lawyer Campbell Finurnsoy
was designated as special judge for
the trial. The road then moved that
the case be transferred to toile federal
court, on the ground that the railroad
was a company incorporated under,
the laws of another state, therefore a
non-resident of Keratuckye and sus-
ceptible only in the United States
tribunal. Mr. Flournoy ordered the
action transferred. but Slaughter's
lawyers, Hendrick, Miller & Marble,
carried the decision to the appellate
bench, which now reverses Mr. Flour
noy and orders the action tried in the
circuit -court.
Boat Moved.
Wednesday Deputy U S. Marshal
George Saunders tied up the gasoline
towboat White Oak on a suit being
filed against the owners in the U. S.
court for about $1,5oo claimed' due for
machinery furnished the craft by the
Fairbanks-Moss company of Louis-
ville. When the deputy tied up the
craft it was moored at the landing of
Kilgore factory in Mechanicsburg,
but yesterday Major Saunders had her
towed down to behind Lack's single-
tr,ce plant on South Third, and put
Captain William Smith in charge 'as
litigation is dis-
posed of, or the boat owners give
bond for the claim and procure a re-
lease of their steamer.
Eastern Trip.
Lawyer Arthur Martin week after
next goes to New York and Washing
ton, D. C., where 'he will be for sev-
eral weeks on important legal fatal-
ness in the different courts. At the
national capitol he has business with




The Mieniphis. Term., papers said
the owners of the steamer City of
Idaho had been fined there by the
United States authorities. $500for
carrying passengers whe.n ehe had no
permit to do so, being licensed as a
towboat only. The Idaho was here
last year, and forced into the courts
to satisfy indebtedness against the
iowners who bought her n when she
was sold. 0. H. Kennedy owned
her then,. hut his wife bought the craft
ii;at the sale. She left here only a
few week- ago for Memphis.
Engineer's Claim Dismissed.
U. S. Cdremiseioner Armour Gard
ner yesteedai dismissed the suit Ed
1 awyer had for $t8 against the steam
er Levan. he claiming that much as
wakes for being engintoer.
TI: •" highest buildings in Italy 'are
the National Museum at Turin. which'
is 542 feet: St. Peter's Cathedral, 455
feet, and the china of Gaudenzio at
Novara, 392 feet in height'. The
highest structure in the world ip the
F.iffel Tower in 'Paris, nearly T,00
fees in height.
The one hundred and thirteenth
session of tire New;Jersey legislatuie
is in Session.
• s! 
L.' W. P'ayor, a well known hroket
of Cleveland, O., committed suicide,
VOL 22, NO. 36
A TRAVELING MAN CITY FINANCES
G. W. SLACK SUCCEEDS MR.
SANCHEZ AROUND HERE
FOR HEINZ.
Mr. Collie Goes to Loeisville to As-
sume Bits New position—Steam-
balk Line Elects Officers,
Mr. G. W. Black ofaSt. Louis, ar-
rived in this city yesterday having
been assigned to this territory to suc-
ceed Mr. M1lton Sanches, formerly
with the Heinz people of the Future
Great. !dr. Black has been traveling
for that firm for six years past, but
upon Sanchez resigning his position
to go with the Oscar Gregory vinegar
works as head salesman and manager
of the other drummers, the Heinz
people transferred/ Mr. Black to this
territoryeawhich is one of their most
importer* MT. Black is a most con-
genial inan, thoroughly business and
will make a good successor for a
tine predecessor.
one to _ Louisville.
Mr. Ca',:s4N.• Collie, the insurance
men, ha at gore Louisville tolopate,




family with him. He
ee he *1,c -tern Kentuct.:y rep-
reientati for the Security Mutual
company hut was promoted to state
maragerlIor'all that territory west of
the Fal4 •City, where he goes to
maintain headquarters. As yet his
successor for this field has not bean
chosen by the concern.
'•
Tclegraph Officials.
Assistant Geveral, Manager J. C.
Ilarcley and other high officials of the
Western Union telegraph company
are in Tennessee and other points
through the South looking over the
system. They way stop here en route
back to New York.
•
Else! -Officers.
Capt. James Koger has returned
from St. Louis, where he attended
the annual meeting of the boara of
directors for the St. Louis and Ten-
nessee River Packet company. of
which 'he is vice president and super-
intendent, with headquarters here.
The oid officers were all re-elected
as follows: Isaac T. Rhea. Nashville.
Tenn., gresident; James Koger, Padu-
cah. K7V-vieelprestkItn, and PI*
E. Massengak. St. Lettis, secretary
and treasurer. The • Akers, with
Captains Lee Howell of Evansville.
Ind., and 'I'. S. Hughes of Clifton.
Tenn., constitute the board of direc-
tors.
MARRAD AT METROPOLIS.
Couple:From Herrin, Ill., Now lire
En Route Back Home. ,;
Yesterday Miss Sadie Johnson ,end
Mr. W. A. Fry of Herrin; pit. 'ar-
rived hare and went to Metrooelis on
the steamer Cowling. Wliil there
they At msirried, and returned here
last evening on the steamier Dick




Richmond hotel, and exp
on to their home this ei
Both-are well knOwn peopl
vicinity, and this is their first eature
upon the matrimonial sea. She- is
eighteen yEars of age and he is
twenty-six. The bride is n unusually
pretty woman of a brig and happy
disposition, while the groom evi-
dences a sterling and reliable young
man. fie is a machinist by trade.
VOYAGE OF DEATH
AND DISASTER.
German Ship Arrived at San Fran-
cisco with Half Dozen Sick Men
at the Sails.
San rancisco Jan. —A story of
(Rath disaster reaches here irdin
the GiVmati ship ealsternixe. Lust ar-
riverae -the port of Santa ROsalia, in
the Gialf of California, after an event-
ful, passage of over six months from
fiamberg. The vessel arrived in
charge of her first officer, with fifteen
men eontined to their bunks with
scuril5 leading less than half a dozen
complaining men to work the vessel
While far to the southward Mete
Aschman reports that Capt. Anhagen
died it the height of a storm, and that
shortly afterward Miller, the second
mate, fell overboard' and was
drowned. From then ost until her
arrival in port the ship, Short-hand-
ed and -delayed by light and varying
winds, crept slowly over leagues of
pea to her destination with the men
falling one by one victims of scurvy.
That she ever made port at all under
such adverse conditions is considered
in the light of almost a 'mfaacle. '
a veeA..t •
1
An extra session of the Pennsyl-
vania legislature has been called to
meet on ;armor r6,




The First Polling Will Take
Place During Today.
'7-ar7a . oz ro7 r.AP:DLYNot Over Forty-Eignt Hoare ta UNDER THE LAWS.Put Up New Boiler.
It was intended to hold a Meeting
of she joint finance committee of the
council and aldermen last evening at
the city hall, but on account of flai
absence of Alderman Earl Palmer the
session was postponed until this eve-
ning at that public building, at which
time the committee will decide what
money wilt be allowed each city de•
partment to run it thie year. Differ-
ent ones want different sums appor-
tioned the respective branches of pub-
lic government, but nakling definite
can be decided on until the commit-
tee acts.
New Hospital Boiler.
Contractor Edward Hannan yester-
day said he expected there would ar-
rive here by tomorrow the new boil-
er fer Riverside 'hospital, which is
still being 'heated with steam furnish-
ed by the city's street roller. 'Mr.
Han•nan said the board of works was
mistaken in thinking it would take a
week or two to put up the boiler, as
when it gets here dais force of men
will have it in position inside of forty-
eight &mg, he intending to work
the slay and night until it is up. Th:
old boiler that broke down will be
torn out and thrown into the scrap
pile. 'The new one has already been
shipped, but it takes several days to
get here from Kewanee, Ill., by
freight .
CANNOT SPEAK
POWER OF SPEECH SEEMS EN-
TIRELY GONE FORM
MRS. SCHWAB.
Reports From Woodville Are Miss
Fannie Smith Is Much, Worse—
Take Glrl /IMO.
Ars. Lee Schwab, who sonic %%eclat
ago returned from a severab months
stay at St. Louis under treatment of
specialists, does not seem to improve
any with her paralytic stroke, as re-.
gards recovery of her lost 'speech.
Shs e• able to walk around the home,
bu ennot speak a word, the attack
completely paralyzing her faculty of
speech. It has now been over one
year since she was stricken andefor
many months, she .lay' helpless abed,
unable to walk, and finality regained
power of her lower limbs, but her
speech seems gone for good. She
long 
u:,hlediers. St. deaItis specialists for a
Getting Worse.
Word from the 'Woodville section
of the county last night was that Miss
Fannie Smith wa,s worse with her at-
tack of pneurnuniar,tint condition is
not precarious. She is the last of
the family of tour, three of which
died the past five days of thats
Take Child Home.
Little Miss Eulah Warred will be
able to leave Riverside hospital today
and be taken back to her home near
Dexter. Calloway county. She is the
little miss who was attacked by a
mad dog last week near Hardin, and
badly ,bitten. That is they think
down there the dog was mad, but Dr.
Bass does not sanction this idea as
the wounds do not indicate rabies
on part of the canine. She was
brought here by her father and
placed in the institution for treat-
ment, her. legsbeing seriously lacer-
ated by the animal's teeth.
CUT IT OPP.
i
Prefers NO Leg at All to One Cans-
ing Great Pain.
—
A stranger giving his name as John
Young blew into the city 'hall yester-
day and sought admittance to iht
city. hospital. 'he suffering from tu-
•berculosie of the leg, an incurable
disease. He said he :had travek...1
over the country with the sore upon
his leg for fourteen years. He
waists the leg cut off, saying the suf-
i fering is eornething t•eeriblee. lie has
been at Cairo, but they' refused to
admit him to the hospttat'"Tbey
ea ipped him here, saying be would. be
Ilet in the. Pachicatir institution.• I•Sitbsdibe /br the Deily Register.s
The First General Election for Many




London, Jan. i t.—Tomorrow the
election of a new British Parliament
which will, temporarily at any .rate,
decide 'thequestion of a tariff -for
Great Britian, begins in earnest. •
The first polling will take place in
the old-fashioned borough of Ipswich,
but this, curiously enough may be in-
validated subsequently -as' a re-sailt of
the pigheaded dettermination of
country officials to 'hold the election
a day ahead of the statutory time.
Other Elections.
lakiter Saturday results will begin to
pour in and by the lath inst. two-
thirds of the constituencies' will have
voted and the decree of support oc-
corded to Sir Henry Campbell-Ban-
nerman will be to. all intents decided.
Not for many years has there been
a general election so rich in metaphor
and abuse. Scarcely a day passed but
the great leaders on both sides met"
with obstructions. the dissEcIef .as
almost unparelleled and there ,are
striking instances, especially in notth
of England, of how little the aver-
ageeelectors are respecters of persongt
In old days ex-premiers. were al-
most sure at least of hearing, but to-
day Me Balfour. Sir Henry dray-
hell-Bannerman and Mr. Chamberlain
go to meetings in great doubt wheth-
er they will be able to deliver the
speech which has been so widely an-
nounced. With such bitter feeling on
both sides, it would ant be surprising
if there were some serious affrays bead,
re the_pel ails is over.
t Disorder.
Yesterda evening at one of the
meetings he'd by the Hon. Alfred
Littleton, ex-colonial secretary. at
Leamington, many speakers worst„,
present, but not a single speech was N.
allowed to be delivered and Nce, Bale. 11111
four narrowly escaped mobbing sev-
eral times. To the unusual element
of rowdyism is added the picturesque
element supplied by the introduction
of such figures as Bernard Shaw and
George Meredith, MV. Shaw on a
Liberal platform telling tthe working-
men that "the one thing you cling to
is your poverty" is a sight for tree
stage-goers.
Naturally he swelled the risitig tide
of metaphor by describing MT. John.
Burts, tftslabor member, the new
president of the local government
board as the government's new hat,
adding characteristically that the
other parts of the government body
were wearing shabby clothes. Mr.
Mkrridith dilates on Mt. Chamber-
lain's .lean, long head and adventur-
otise nose, ind then sums him up as
"the mortorman of Highbury- who is
endeavoring to bring back smuggler
days at furious speed,- adding. "It
wotild be aalementea. country that
believed him."
Mr. Charrtherrain's latest, retorts
compare Campbeliallannerman's pol-
icy with that of the "Queen- 'of
Hearts" in Alice in Wonderland,
namely. jam every other day, that is
jam-yesterday and, jam tinnorrow. but
never jam today.
In Ireland.
Compared with England, the cam-
paign in Ireland/ is progressing with
as holy, calm, which is all the more
eminous for either English second
that wishes to be independent of Ie
Irish influence in the House of Coln-
mons. It is learned that Gen. Sir
Reds-ere Buller, who has long expect- ,
ed to he made a Field Marshal, wiltq
be retired as a general on a pension
of a theeteand pounds yearly. Gen.
Sir John French succeeds him. Gen.
n
an income of twenty 'thousand
oottunnedrstay enter.n  Parliament He has
Still on Crutches.
Conductor King. of the street ear
company, has gone back to Cairo to
visit his motlaerend remain while re-
covering fully from . the eiTATS of
being shot over one month since
while he was aboard his car on the
South. -Third street ear line. Tie is
vet on cratches and probabilities 
are
e will fraral? be able to 
resume
work this winter,"; ask the hone _Was
smashed and takes a long time •
heat.
-






OF SHOES, HATS, CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS AT YOUR OWN PRICE, THURSDAY, JANU-
ARY nth, AT o:3o A. M. SALE TO CONTINUE DAY AND NIGHT UNTIL CLOSED OUT. WE
HAVE ENGAGED A PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEER .TO CONDUCT THE SALE ..WHO ..WILL
AMUSE YOU AND ENTERTAIN YOU. LADIES ESPECIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THIS SALE.
HOURS OF SALE ris:30 A. M., a P. M. AND 7:30 P. M.
(1(1) (±) (t1 (A, TIN) (,/,\ ,73
CHAMBLEE BROS. 430 Broadway.
(! \. (:) (or (1
sweatly, and the possessor of a pair
Che theatre. ic)...f roguish eyes whose dazzling bril-liancy causes many a poor unsuspect-
ctiaiaUseleeessansii—seeme , iog_youth to fall a captive at her feet,
AL Social Evesit.
There is no place where society
shines with so much brilliancy as at
'the theatre. An evening spent at the
Metropolitan Opera House in New
York duriag the grand opera seasos
fairly illustrates this truth. The/
• same thing is true of any first class,le
'theatre in any city. Those who have
witnesead a performance of Thomas
Dixonts Jr's. play The Oansmanai
•'during ahe Southern tour, must have,
been struck with this fact, for
, wherever it has appeared, the culture.
the beauty and the wealth of each city
has thronged into the theatre until
the scene in front of the proscenium
was one of dazzling brilliancy. It can
be fairly stated drat each perform-
ance of this remaileable play has bees
a striking social =event. The success
of the play is all the more notable
'because of the splendid audiences that
have been present. The .tour throagn
the South has been one continued
ovatiOn for both the play and the
author.
The engagement at The Kentucky,
which is announced for eoneorrow
night bids fair to be as notable as
=a'
wek
ortaewalked with the same eyes cast
ehly down. an her pretty little white
bends clasped firmly within The digni-
fied walls of a 'Southern convent. She
:WaS not allowed to attend the. theatre,
—oh no' Not until after she had
!eft School Cid she venture into the
'mystic atmosphere which Elle nearly
every matinee g•r1 with ambition to
seek a stage career.
The first production this demure
little creature beheld was ''San Toy"
and she left the theatre •after wit-
nessing a beautiful performance in
a state of dreamy rapttire not to be
described. She resolved them and
there to go upon the stage. Her
father and mother strongly abjected
wed many barriers arose in 'her path,
but her courage was admirable and
now the litle brown-eyed *song-bird
is playing the part she fell in love
with when first she visited the
theatre.
.Wilien she made her first appear-
ance in the title role at Daly's
theatre last spring, she said to her
manager, "This will stirely, be. my
'Waterloo.' " But after her first per-
formance she was the most talked
about little actress on Broadway.
•••
STONEBRAKER
GE ACTION AGAINST THE
STREET CAR COMPANY
NOW UP.
Appellate Court Affirmed the Lower
Court in Suit of W Corley vs.
Cooperage Company.
There was taken up yesterday in
the circuit court and is now on trial
the suit oe John Stonebraker against
the Paducah City Railway company.
The plaintiff was preparing to alight
from one of defendant's cane at Sec-
ond and Broadway some months ago,
and claims that before she could
touch the ground with her feet, the
motorman hurriedly started up and
caused a lurc'h that threw her down
with force sufficient to painfully in-
jure her. Part of the evidence was
taken yesteraay and will be finiahed
today, when the litigation gotes to the
jury. •
Additional reasons were filed ask-
ing' for a new trial of ° the action of
C. W. Boswell against/the Citizen;
Savings hank. In thai case plaintiff
h =t upon hearing eeveral days ago.
The ihloeso of Judge Reed continues
preventing 'him fm serving on the
bench and Judge D. G. Park con-
tin -'as the Oeeial judge, 'he having
to be chose case at a time.
The cout gave peremptory instruc-
tions for ylle jury to find for the de-
fendant in the litigation of Witt Dun
can against the Western Uniorf Tele-
graph company, for $2,0000 damages.
Duncan lives 'here, but was at Gray-
ville, Mo., during Igoe, working for
the railroad there. His baby here
took ill arid his wife sent him a mes-
sage to that effect, but he did not re-
ceive it right away. The child died,
and she again wired 'him, but neither
messaye reached him, So he claims.
Judge Park in ordering a finding for
defendant claimed the laws of Mis-
.souri and Illinois did not permit a
telegraph company being sued, under
the law, for cases of this kind, there-
fore it should not be 'here in this
state. Hendrick, Miller & Marble
represent Duncan and will immediate
ly carry the case to thej appellate
bench.
There was tiled the mandate or
judgment of the appellate bench af-
firming the deciSion of the local cir-
cuit court in the litigation of W. C.
Corky against the Paducah Cooper-
age company. Corky worked for the
company. got injured and brought
suk but lost in the local court. His
attorney.% carried it higher and there
lriet again.
The jury yesterday brought in a
vrrdict for defendant in -the suit
where Noah Cahey stied E. Relikopf
,000 upon the ground that he
aas painfully injured at defendant's
col.ar factory through negligence on
ehe part of the owner.
• . -
Rev Thomas Dixon, Jr , Author of "THE CLANSMAN," at The
Kentucky Tonight
•=1:13113=2:
its predecoesors. :Inquiries a'ready
received at the box office and .cdtint-
less orders for seats indicate ,a
ant assemblage at the theatre ettl that
occasion. This jeera to prove that
the Americithttpublic is responsive Al-
ways when it ii offered what it de-
ens n ds.
The sale of seats began yesterday
and from viieseet aorecations •Tlie
Kentucky well be crowded tonerrew
night.
.00•*/••••••.
Front thc Convent to the Stage. .
A demure Iittle convex Moja blush-
ing, and shy is suddenly transformed
into a claimer. froliosome faiay
stageland. Such is the -history of
pretty little Flnrence Smith, who
plays the title rote in "San Toy." One
mould sc-arcely dram 'that this dainty
.creature who dunces and. sings so
The Press of greater New . York
made. her. famous.. The Now York
a manity
Herald in speaking of her ;et-form-
nce said: "This tiny bit of
tripped, danced an sang herself into
the hearts of the large audience. She
looks as though she lived on candied
veolet=a and would melt if caught in
The rain; hut what she lacks in statue
title makes •up in ahility. ae her voice
is "as sweet and dee- es a 'bird's,—
and it is to'be hoped tie t the plaudits
oti the hour will .not be 'he means
of turning her head and fol• 'wing in
the faiotsteps of many if those in her
profession who have ended their
eaeeer not ea) smoothly as they
thorght they weal& This little girl
has a florid future beaire her.
Miss Srpith will. be seen in the
title role of "San Toy" hereoti
Saturday, matinee and night.
WOULD-BE INSULT




The, State That Surprises Are M
Store for the Doubtful as Re-
gards Raises.
All the members of the city board
of supervisors yesterday requested
that there be published a ,etatement
branding as most fake, the poblication
,made in the Afternoon Sub fleet dem-
ocrats 'had approached the stsjeetrvis-
,ors an4. terged that they do not Sake'
the valuation* upon city property Jot'
municipal tax purposes so no redttC-
rion timid be made iv tluarate of tax-
than for this year, Each supervisor I
spoken to said a more absurd un-
truth .were never rumored. as each and
every one of these would consider
it the hip:these inteult possible for any-
one, reptelelican or democrat, to ap-
proach them upon such a far-fetched
subject. They said that to the re-
versed e,veryone harboring such an an
Sustain:I thought will be greatly sur-.
priscd When the hoard gets through
with the books aad it can 'then be
seen whet actual raises were made in
the assessment of municipal property,
as many increases, have been effected
thus for and the supervisors are jest
wiling down to work.
Melly peotele remarking upon the
article in the afternoon paper have
stated it i• only one of its charatter-
istic ruses to deceive the public and
try and throw the blame ovar on some
other, outside the republican party,
should the tax rate not be reduced this
year.
gnbseribe for the Daily Register,
Not Crazy.
j I )1in Alexander Caleriel, the leather
worker, was brought into court and
after a thorough examination was
made he was dismissed. He had
been locked op on the grotind of lun-
acy, but seems to have recovered his
senses, and, is now again liberated.
aye 'he has peculiar attacks of
the brain every once in a while.
Divide Estate.
In the circuit court yesterday there
was filed a suit by Will Perdew, guar
dial' for Will, Walter and Ed. Perdew.
against Will Matthews. It is a, friend
ly action for settlement of the estate
or the late W. P. Percjew, the plain-
tiffs being children. In the petition
they ask that property in the county
15., sold so that the heirs can dtsrldt
the. poreeeds between themselves.
REVENUE MEN'S WORK,
it
State Inspector Hines Filed Report
With Gov. Beckham.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. ti—State In-
spectorAiency B. Hines filed his re-
port yesterday with Gov.. Beckham,
covering the investigation made by
him pf all the suite filed by state rev-
enue agents from the state-at-large
from July 1, 1902, to August t, tgos.
It slhows the total number of suits
tiled was 5,024, but tfhis.does not in-
ciude the number of cases settled out
of court without suit. Of these 5,024
seuits there was a recovery on 1,864.
The total amount due the state and
counties in the 1,764 suite was $333,•
All of this was accounted for, or
taid .into the treasury except $6,365.'
79, p.m, this camottnt failed to be re-
ported to the auditor's office by the
county clerks or accounted for by tlhe
sheriffs.
AGREEMENT ISpecial Sale
On Wall Paper.ILLINOIS CENTRAL LAYSSPUR TRACK TO HARDYFACTORY.
F. M. Mattock Transferred His State
Saloon License to J. M. Perkins,
Who Bought the Place.
In the county clerk's office yester-
day there was filed a contract be-
tween the Illinois Central railroad
and the Hardy Buggy company, of
Ninth and Harrison streets, in which
document the road agrees to run a
spur track from it main line passing
near the buggy concern, down Hari-
son 'street to beside the factory build-
ing. The factory people are to keep
the track in good condition.
State License.
F. M. Matlock transferred his state
saloon license at 1201 So. Eigth street
to -J.. ht. Perkins and brother, who
bought the place.
Peddler's License.
J. L. Chatman was greeted a license
to peddle goods. In granting a license
of this character, the clerk takes the
age of the man, his heighth, com-
plexion, weight, etc.
‘Property Transferred.
Andrew M. Itunebing tritesferre.: t
Little E. Schinit for $eeo, property on
Harahan avenue behind tfle I-. C.
hospital on West Jefferson street.
The deed was lodged with the clerk
for record.
Property on Tennessee street r,3•1
bought by J. D. Miller from J. B.
Green for ,too.
'fi, R. Garrett sold to Y. T. Thurs-
ton for $425, land lyirig out in the
county.
Licensed to Merry.
J. C. MicClearin, aged 21, and Acy
Hooper, aged_ 18, of the city were
licensed to marry. A license waft, also
issued to Paul L. Johnson, aged 25.
of Sharpe„ and Willie Pace, aged 20.
of this county.
Two coloredcouple Rot licenses.
they being Henry Lind=ey. aced ea.
of Princeton, and Lacy Thomas, aeed
44, of this city; Guy Roberts. aged





Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moheture
of the skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to maks your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,











Routs 13 ait4 14 Columbia Building
Old Phone xog,
E. H. PUIRY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW:'
Rooms $ and 6 Register Building.











EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH,
FOR THE emu. SUM OF ONLY 65 CENT& NICE PLAIN PLC)
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS Fs..
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY xiic PER SINGLE ROLI.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT se, tot, 15t, 300
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVBABLAC col,
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINQED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS DJ
JAPAN'ESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY' A FULL LINE
OF BEADINQS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CON V. CEL THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
CaIVE YCU '1'HE 1. :ST \LUES FOR. THE MONEY.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
EE,
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORF.,
•
REAL ESTME AGENCY 
Af1Pi 'CAN REAL ESTA no. 171:STFAN KENTUCKY FARM CAS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IrES'.7ERI4
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
EDE; ss R W. Wffillf3T11:fv1011.11. PratIssess%.
I MECHANICS' AND FAR.MER.S'
Condensed S tatement of
SAVINGS BANK
Paducah, Kentucky,
at close of business, Dec. 30, igen.
RESOURCES.
and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds 
Furniture and Fixtures. 









Capital Stock  ...... 50,S00 00
Undivided Profits . 3.663 11
Deposits _''N. ' I. •   18143.09
--
$237,306.3.
A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DECLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDERS ENTITLED








Sub ebe for‘THE DAILY REGISTER
vered to Your Home Every
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ClitAr[11 AND BETTER THAN A S[D...
Iswhat Bargain Hunters say of the Schwab Ban
krupt Stock. &ale, now going on at Schwab's -Old Stand
16 MIER-CP.A.3=1"VC7..A.-Y- .16
11============t
These Prices Prove 4315.00 FCDIR, CDT:11.1-Yw' $33,9
3
the Statement True' THESE SUITS ARE FINELY TAI
L0FicED ARID HANDSOMELY FINISHED
••41.11.11.0







dozen Schwab's price soc,
19CBankrupt sale price
dozen Shirts, Schwab's price 75c,
380Bankrupt sale price
dozen Shirts, Schwab's price $1.25,
Bankrupt sale price 540
doz Overalls Schwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price 34
dozen Overalls, Fink's make,
Schwab's price Si 50,
Bankrupt tale price  630
25 doz. Fleece Undershirts and 
draw-
ers, Schwab's price 50c,
Bankrupt sale price 280
25 doz. Boys' Drawers, Schwab's
price soc, Bankrupt sale
price 180
20 dog. Suspenders, Schwab's price
5.2c, Bankrupt sale price .. 19(
20 doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
St.00, Bankrupt sale price. 38e
ss doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price roc, Bankrupt sale
price  •• 3(
25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price 25c, Bankrupt sale
price 90
so doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price c, Bankrupt sale price 2(
35 doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
Bankrupt sale price 34e
sale price 7 1-20
15 doz. Handkerchiefs, S
chwab's








Men's and Boys' Gloves at your
own price.
Men's and Boys' Collars worth toe,
Bankrupt sale price  it
Men's Hats, Schwab's price Si to $4.
Bankrupt sale price
  240 to $1.98
ao trunks, Schwab's price from $3.50 to $g (s
o, sale price
from  $1.12 to $4.98
Ask to see the Club Bags and Suit Ca 's.
Men's and Boys'
Overcoats
Excellent values heavy weights,
blue and brown, Schwab's price 117.50,
Bankrupt sale price $2.48
Men's extra fine Kersey Over-
coats, Schwab's price, $18, Bankrupt
sale price $6.48
Men's extra quality, blue, .black
and brown, Schwab's price Sio.no,
Bankrupt sale price $4.98
Fancy Belt Overcoats, newest pat-
terns, finest quality, Schwab's price
$7.50 to $23.50, Bankrupt sale
price $3.48 to $9.98
Boys' Overcoats
All Colors and Styles.
Boys' Overcoats, all colors and sizes,
Schwab's prices $4.50 to $12. 50,
Bankrupt sale
price  $1.2431055.98
All these Overcoats are high grade,
of the best manufactures in this coun
try and are worth from two to three
times the prices quoted
SWEATERS




soc to $3.00, Schawb's pric
e from 5oc to Si.00lk.
from ..... 25e to $1.24 sale price from
Men's, Boys' and
Children's Pants
Good Styles and Excellent Qualities.
Men's and Boys' Pants, Schwab's
price $1.5o, Bankrupt sale
price   49e
Men's and Boys' Corduroy Pants,
Schwab's price $1.00 to $1.50,
Bankrupt sale price  49e
Dress Pants, best ever offered,
Schwab's price, $2 00 to
$6.5o, Bankrupt sale price
  760 to $3.19
soo Pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25c to $1.50. Bankrupt sale
Price 120 to 740
200 pairs Corduroy Knee Pants,




Men's and Boys' Suits, Schwab's
price $3.50, Bankrupt sale
$1.48 to $1.98price 
Men's and Boys' Suits in all colors
an: . good quality, Schwab's
price $6.00 to Sio.00, Bank-
rupt sale price
Men's Suits for business or dress-
best makes, high grade, all
patterns, Schwab's price $12.50
Bankrupt sale price ....55.98
All Finest Suits sold by Schwab for
$15.00 to $22.50, Bankrupt
sale price $6.24 to $11,24
One lot Suits all wool, Schwab's
prices $9.00 to $15.00, Bank-
rupt sale price , $3.98
Men's Black and Blue Granite Veni-
tian and Silk linings, Schwab's
prices $12 so to $22.50, Bankrupt
sale price $6.98 to $11.24
Extra sizes and stout sizes 44 to
50, in all colors and grades, Schwab's
prices from $8.00 to $.$'5.00, Bank-
rupt sale
price ... .. $3.48 to
Children's Jackets and
Schwab's prices $z .50 to $
Bankrupt sale price
  490 to $3.
All the suits in this stock are 1
very latest creations and we ha





SALE EVERY DAY ALL DAY UNTIL STOCK IS SOLD
Schwab's Old Stand, 216 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
-OPPICSRS-IROUNn 111.TiD ALLEN
WITHIN A FEW FEET OF
THEM.
Taken Back to Metropolis to Answer
to the Charge of Attempting to
Murder Another
Yesterday shortly after noon Patrol
men Johnson and kiesaian arrested
Buel Allen, colored, who was tinned
041a to lifarshal William Wyant, of
Metropolis, who took the darkey back
to that city ,to stand trial of the
charge of attempting murder. The
darkey was caught near Second and
Broadway.
Marshal Wyant said that some
months ago Allen got into a difficul-
ty with a white man at a sawmill in
the comets, from Metropolis, and that
during the altercation Allen cut at
other but failed to hit him. The
negro skipped out and has since been
at large. ,
I 
Shortly the grand jury at Metropo-
lis circuit court brought an indict-
ment charging Allen with attempted
murder. The marshal learned he was
here and yesterday cape to Padtkah.
Walking up Broadway he lint Offi-
cers Jeihnson and Hessian and noti-
fied them who lie was looking for.
The trio started on and they had not
gone too feet until they espied Allen
standing over by Lagomarsino's 'ho-
tel. He was placed under arrest and
expreming a willingness to go back
without requisition paper.), he was
taken to the Cowling and carried back




'Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. ti.-More
than 200 members of the National
League of Commission Merchants
met-in Mlietnatiltee today at the an-
nual convention of that body, which
will last throughout the week. Among'
the subject to be discussed during the
convention are private, car-tine abuses
and how they ingy'be remedied; un-
fair competition by express com-
panies, how it may be abolished, and






After Installation Ceremonies the
Members and Visitors Were
Feasted With Banquet.
Messrs. J. Bechenbach. Turner An-
derson, Charles Kelly and Harry Judd
yesterday morning returned from
Fulton where hey went the night be-
fore and isidtalled the newly organ-
ized lodge of Encampment. Mr.
Beckenbach was delegated by the exe-
cutive state officials to usher the new
lodge into existence, and selected the
others to go down with him.
The ceremonies- were conducted in
the Mlasonic hall, 'the new order be-
ing instituted, officers elected and in-
stalled, and then the degrees con-
ferred'upon all of the affiliates. After
the work there was enjoyed a most
sumptuous repast in the spacious
banquet hall of the lodge room, where
gathered many and enjoyed the feast.
The 'Fulton lodge coa,sists of the
best known men there l and prospe.cts
are for a flourishing and leading or-
ganization.
The officers elected were H. E.
Has-, chief patriarch: M. F. De-
Meyers, senihr warden; -William
Howard, junior warden; A. Huddle-
ston, treasurer; A. W. Paschall, high
priest; F. A. Cole, scribe. At the
.meeting next Monday .night Chief
Patriarch Hay .will name the appoin-
tive officers, who with the elective
ones, serve for six- mionths only.
The members' of the new organiza-
tion, are as follows; G. H. Pickering,
J. E. Bradsha'w, R. M. McDade, A.
N. Paschal% W. T...Lockrictge, W. H.
Hill, W. T. Hall, Hlarry Hall. M. W.
Lewis, H. E. Way, R. E. May, W.
Y. Raker. W. H. Spradlin„A. Find-
dleston.R. Nit PhillOas. F. A: Cole,
Lou Jones, J. Robertson, John
Huddleeton, C. P. Dahake, R.
Morris. W. A. HloWard, T. P. (Autry,
A. T. Church, S. E. Howard, J. fl
Rankin, J. If' Catrypitell, W. T
Howard, J. N. Collins, Ed A. Rob-
erson, .M. F.Delstyer„ 5. Vox Gra-
ham.
The body is known as "Fulton En-
campment No. la," and, the first regu-
lar meeting will be next Monday at
their hall, which the Odd Fellows




THE 17TH.of Russellville, Ky.
, is dead. He was
for many years presklent of Bethel
college.
COAL STOLEN
PARTY OF DARKIES CHARGED
WITH HAVING CARRIED
IT OFF.
Wi,11 Chappell, White, Was Held
Over to the Grand Jury on
s Charge of House Breaking.
Sophia Wilson, Earnest Porter,
Seaman Leftin and Ellen Rhodes,
colored, children, were arraigned be-
fore Judge Sanders yesterday morn-
ing in the police court on the charge
of stealing coil from the Illinois
Central railroad yards. They were
held to the circuit court, to answer
the charge of. petty larceny.
There--wae-rontineed until next
rsionday warrants charging Bernard
Sehelke with obtaining goods by
false pretenses, by making purchases
and then giving checks that were no
good, on the American-German Na-
tional bank.
There was held to the grand jury
the case charging Will Chappell,
white, with 'breaking into the Wi!liarn
Whitehead restaurant, on Broadway
between Second and Third streets.
He is charged with stealing many
cigars and -also severat dollars.
Tlit-e was dismissed the warrant
chargi!ig jack McCarthy. alias Johd
Tiicke-. with robbing at negro of
fifty cents in Mechanicsburg one
night last week.
There was continued- until Satnr-
day the case charging W. G. Led-
ford with sellingrproperty not belong-
ing to him. Mattie Rowten, colored,
claims he took her goods, On Which
he had a mortgage. and disposed of
same without the profess of law.
• , 




._ _._ - - •
The Marshall County Male Residents
Fight Collection of the Si for
County Roads.
Jude Reed , yesterday although
able to be at the courthouse was not
strong enough to try any cases. This
caused a postponement until the 17th
of this month of the inAecttion suit
of John C. Garner against Sheriff
David Reeves, both of Marshall
county. This matter had been set
for trial yestelday and there was
present Commonwealth Attorney
John G. Lovett and County Attorney
Reeder, of the adjoinffig cOtinty, to
represent Sheriff Reeves.
Out in Mlarshall county the fiscal
court, assesses every male resident of
age $t each year, this money going
to the fund, out of which is built and
repaired country roads. Mani peo-
ple out there claim the fiscal court
has no authority to do this, as the
constitution provides the manner in
which road funds can be raised by
assessment on property. Many Blau-
tori people combined and are fightin
the per capita assessment and Mr.
Garner's name is being used in the
suit.
Always if the party does not pay
the It„. Sheriff Reeves levies, on his
propePY, sells same, and then takes
the out of the proceeds. Now
Mir. rner has refused to pay the
$r, a Sheri f( Reeves hreatens 
to
sell his property. Now. Mr. G
arner
asks bulge Reed for an injunction.
resttaining Reeves from disrmsing of
Garner:0r property. ' This • gets . 
the
matter in the courts, because 
the
judge will have to see if tbe 
law
permits, in either rejecting or gran-
ipg the injunttion.
Undertakers and Embalmers,




We Write Anything in Insurancel




If you want ',dr clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street I have
the nicest line c.f samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
Will practice in all courts of Kee
HAYESi
Free Delivery- Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-
vice ;aid nothing but th_ best drugs
at reasonable pikes
''Seventh
.7. C. Rudd a prominent resident of
Owenaborn, died 'suddenly Tuesda
y.
lie was the bulkier of the 
Owensboro
hotel which bore his name 
and was





IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.




St. Louis la-and Tennessee River Pak-
et company-the cheapest ead-beilli
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to leonessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. corntoet,
and 'rest; good service, g table,
gocd rooms,t etc.' Boats .e mit
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p.
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
tegulraly should report the matter t..)
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, Jan. 12, 2906.
./
England's election of a new parlia-
ment begins today. While today',
voting will have its effect it will de-
finitely settle nothing. Elections in
England are upon the several days
continuous order and, therefore,
doubtful until finished.
It has been decided by the national
house committee to present and sup-
Tort what is known as the Hepburn
rate bill, whkh is supposed to have,
the president's endorsement. The
upetn the rate question will open
es,-• he introduction of this favored.
,
uisville is taking on metropoli-
at last. It reports automo-
.nts in the main, theirough-
eet -ar collision at crossing,_s
hen such "crushes" become
nt incidents of a town then it
^gin to pose as a city of mag-
emier Witte', last shot at the
lian moderates should be a warn-
ing sufficient, -but will it? The pre-
mier told a reprssentatire delegation
that the czar is still an autocrat and
that he can abolish all the rights
granted them whenever he wishes
This signifioant declaration Laws
with the moderates and the revolution
ists an old or a new Russia, as they
ihgy elect.
The Louisville bar has drawn and
veil] present to the legislature a bill
filled ahnost to overflowing with to-
be good changes in the. election, law
c f the state.'Th proposed law con-
tains many registration as well as
election safeguards and provides
many new penarpeovisions other than
tluaee in forces While the law is par-
ticularly drawn a) Cover siurh iramt,
ulent registriatioes and elections as
the eines .held littely in Louisville.
there is nothing therein but what will
prove beneficial to the entire state.
Fspeciallyi i,s this the case .so. far
as Louisville is concerned, for the en-
-tire people of the state have interest
in -all the elections of the metropolis,
as fraudulently conducted contests
there hurt the Whok commonwealth.
Ji iseproposed to send a delegation
of Louisville's best mei% to the leg-
i‘leittsre to Pead. for the, enactment
of the law on the ground of state well-
/are as well as municiPal benefits.
and it is to be hoped. that the delega-
tion will not have to Pray in vain.
Ther'c may -be a disposition among
some solos's; as it is already apparent
from .their doings, to permit a stir-
vieal of • the "machine" title, in the
state; but it will be a matter of nor -
row and one of., deep disgrace if the
fight for law and order and honest
-elect ions t hroughout the common -
Is cal th is. not wtpn by. the better etc-
neCnt of all voters: Kentucky must
'have lsonest election laws and the
Louisville bill will go far towarde tiis
result .if 'tot alrthe way..
The Tariff Ghost Stalks.
• The.status of the tariff iitiestion
before congress is that the ghost
Won't down thin stalks befnre the two
houses at all hours. There is every
itesurinee, therefore, that si.tine bright
liorenoon not -far away his ghostehip
avill take on life lorm and leap into
the capitol arena and lead the instsr-
-----gertre-O4 the two 4om5cs into a foren-
ilk battle if not to victory. There is
interest, th-esefore, in the question
now. .perhaps more than for • some-
timeAnd the followink, which ic.from
a Washington special to the Nashville.
Rainier. is garind timely reading
• 
!
•The proposal of the majority (if
, -the committee on ways and means 4o
partially exempt the ,prodnets of the
bilippines. from the‘perati.stii or the
bill—reducing the rates of
tariff on tobacco and sugar to es per
cent. ofthe Dingley rates until April,
inag, after which there shall be free
trade—has opened up the whole sub-
ject of tariff.
No* the problem is to pass this
bill and then bring the congress and
the people back to • that condition
which has existed for nearly nine
years, in which the Dingley bill has
been regarded as a fetish, and its
rates and schedules as sacred.
The compact said to have been en-
tered into between the president and
Speaker Cannon—the existence of
which is universally credited—pro-
vided that if the speaker would facili-
tate the passage of a railroad rate
regulation bil1 the president would
not insist upon tariff revision. Yet it
is understood that the president re-
served the option of sending a tariff
message whenever the rate business
was settled or off of the hands of the
speaker.
Uncle Joe is a stand-patter. He
will facilitate the rate regulation per
agreement, but he will postpone it as
long as the agreement will permit.
and thus delay that special tariff mes-
sage.
In the meantime, if the temper of
the 'House continues as it is today,
there is danger, arip serious danger,
that the members avill demand that
the tariff question bk. taken up.
The speeches made by Champ
Clark and other Democrats bring the
whole question into play, and Repub-
lican members who have consti-
tuencies clamoring for a revision of
this or that tariff schedule are not
willing to see their representative sit
steady in the boat and fail to add his
voice to the 'Democratic chorus.
The senate. always slow to register
the change in temper or the people.
is as yet apparently unaffected 'by the
tariff revision sentiment, but the
House is beginning to boil. Uncle
Joe sits on the lid, but he is uneasy
and he has the uncomfortable know-
ledge that the president is in Sym-
pathy with the insurrectos and that
when the crisis shall have arrived he
will not have the support of the ex-
ecutive.
This fact adds to the interesting
complications of the situation. Will
Nies Cannon,(knowing that his tariff
position is supported by Me. Roose-
velt only by reason of this railroad
rate mocha vivendi, be enthusiastic
in suppressing those of the House
majority who are inclined to oppose
the Roosevelt doctrine in ,other mat-
ters?
That the score at this moment is
out of synsvolk wit'h the executive is
obvious. It did not need the Rayner
speech to show this fact, but when
Mr. Rayner attacked the administra-
tion in its foreign policy in the terms
of bitterest invective it was significant
that the listening sepators of the Re-
publica* majoAy, and they-
ened, did not say one word.
So in the House there is a lienti-
ment against the domination of the
president in the party, a growing be-
lief that his strerwous activity is dan-
gerous and a tendency to revolt if
but time opportunity, the issue and the
leader are conincident.
The best sugar insurgents, the
statehood insurgent:, the tariff revi-
Finn insurgents against the speak-et,
the tariff stand-pat insurgents against
Roosevelt. the railroad rate insur-
-quiet- Mit right rfizre—rfit- antt-'
political dictatorship insurgents;
these make up a good number, and if
they should ever become soliuitied in
their opposition to things as they be,
there is great danger to the Repub-
lican fabric and. promise of many
thrilling doings at the capitol.
The Dennierats—most of them—
are content with sitting back and
praying "God to speed the racket."
NEGRO LYNCHER
BY TEXAS MOB
Kired Clerk in Commissary Store
"For Fun," He Told Mob.
Houston. Tex.. Jan. ii.—Ber
Harris, the negro charged with the
assassination of Ozro Polk at Ber-
ing's Mall on Mionday nislit. and who
was taken from officers last night
at La Salle by a mob, .was lynched
early 'this morning at Moscow, Tex.
There were about seventy men in the
Toe negro% hands were handcuffed
behind him and his legs drawn back
and tied to his hands before he was
suspended in mid air. The negro,
when asked why he killed -young
Polk, said first it was an accident.
Later he %aid he killed. Polk "for 'fun."
Harris' victim was a clerk in asescom-




Warship Will Be Able to Join Squad.
ron in Less ,Than Two Weeks.
New York, Jan ti,—The battleship
Kentucky will not be placed in the
dry .dock at the navy-yard as a re-
sult of. her collision with the Alabama
on Sunday. The only injuries to,t,he
ship are found-to be above the water
line. They consist only of the-bend-
ing and breaking of some plates on
the seaboard quarter.
The work, of repairing the damage
will proceed night and day. "This, it
is thought, wilt release file -ship
less than two weeks, solat she will
be able, sooner than was' xpeeted; to
joist the other vessele of the North







Pictures of Bud Ballinger, Colored,
Finished and Will Be Sent to
Tunica Today.
,
John Armstrong, colored, was ar-
rested yesterday by Officers Johnson
and Hessian on the charge of cutting
Pete Anderson. Malicious cutting is
lodged a lost Inlet iti thisie ction,
whik th author its i‘es tion say
that he s retie* witlia apon on
bit perSt and f6r this't addition-
al warrant of carrying concealed wea•
pons was takers out against him.
Armstrong is employed as waiter
at the Palmer hotel, but was caught
in his room behind the Hobbs prop-
erty, on Jefferson street neer Sixth,
where he resides with his wile. It is
charged that during a fight Ire cut An
derson pretty badly. Ile gave bond
for his appearance this morning in
the police court.
• Pictures Done.
Yesterday Photographer Soler, of
Third and Kentucky avemie, finished
the two pictures he took the day be-
fore of Bud Ballinger, the negro ar-
rested here and thought to be George
Jenkins, wanted at Tunica. Miss., for
murdering a young fellow named Clif-
ton nearly two yeairs ago. The pho-
tsar r turned the photos over to
blea )Ceollins, who will today send
them to Tunica for the authorities
there to take a look at and establish
whether or not the suspect . is really
the man they want so badly, and for
whom they offer ali,300 reward. By
sending the pictures down, this saves
the .Turrica people the trouble and ex-
pense of coming up here to identify
Husband Arrested'.
John Endress, of Elizabeth street,
was arrested yesterday by Officers
Johnson and Hessian on. a warrant
taken out by his wife, who claims
that he struck 'her during a misunder-
standing they had.
PROGRESSING
SUPERVISORS CHANGE TO THE






They Jump Back to the Third
District Again
The board of supervisors for the
county yesterday s'hifted their work
a little- as regards the districts on
which they are working in going over
the property assessed for county and
state tax purposes. The board takes
up- tie magisterial districts one at a,
time, starting, in at No. i and going
numercially. They had finished 
First, Second and started on the
Third, which includes the business
part of 'town, when yesterday one of
the deputy county assessors, Mr.
Stokes Harkey, came to the eity'from
the country, and requested the board
to take up the Fifth and Sixth magis
tcrial districts, which he assessed
while working under the outgoing as-
sessor, John' Hughes,. He greatly de-
sired them gone over, while he wee
here to meet with the supervisors, so
She later dropped their work in the
Third And took up these two others,
%%Inch comprise land lying down -in
the rural sections. They convicted
She Fifth yesterday afternoon late
and are now upon the Sixth, which
will he gone over today and tomor-
row. They; then return to the Third
which is the most important of the
entire eight, as it comprises every
business house in the commercial spor-
tion of Paducah. Its valuation near-
ls equals that of the balance of the
city and county, therefore it takes
much more time to go over it than
the balance.
The county supervisors- are working
faster this, year than they have for
several years past, as althougli they
have now been in session only ten
days, they have finished nearly five
magisterial territories., thereby leav-
ing only three more, until they entire-
ly .comPlete the undertaking. As
they go along they are jotting down
the names of parties whose property
is raised iii valtse. When all is done,
these affected landowners will be sent
notices summoning them before the
board to ehow cause why the rais:
should not stand. The supervisor's
believe they can commen.ce, receiving
the property owners by the .fourth
Monday of. this, moods, which is the
22nd. or one week from the coming
Monday,*
FIGH'T FOR CHAMPIONSHIP.
flutre. Mont., Jan. si.—Arranne,..
mente for a match between. Marvin
Hart and Tommy Stone for the
heavyweight championship of the
world *ere completed here yesterday:
The bout /will be pulled off before
the Passific Athletic club at Isint'An-
geles,. February 23.
•
The Daily Register, only ioc. a
week: 41111




No Date Set for Big Ball to Be
Given by Central Labor Body
—Union News.
A party in a position to know yes-
terday said that the publication in
the afternoon papers that a strike
was probable amongst the union
leather workers of this city was er-
roneous in the extreme, as there is
not the slightest posibility of any-
thing like this happening, and that
new contracts would be signed up for
the ensuing year.
The leatherworkers -belonging to
the union here each year sign up con-
tracts with houses employing them,
showing what they are to get for
certain kind of work. These con-
tracts expired last Tuesday and now
the union is to ask the firma to sign
ap for another twelve months, the
workmen desirin* no change of the
scale of prices, which were satisfac-
tory last year to the firms attachins
their signature to same.
Yesterday the Macheal brothers
establishment signed up for another
year, while the Paducah Saddlery
company; is preparing to do so, so
it is givin out. These arc the only
two local firms signing with the men
every year, as two others, Rehkopf
and Starks-Ullman, will not sign,
they running "open shops" meaning
they employ just whoever they want
to, whether union or non-union.
Last year the firms signing did
not do so until the schedules were
made to conform to their ideas, and
as no changes are to be asked there
is no reason for their refusal to again
sign.
No Date Set.
No date has yet been set for th,
big ball to be given by the Centrei
Labor body for benefit of organic 
labor of this city. The committee s.
lected to mike all preparations i.
working on the proposition, and Nei!:
shortly fix the date and also
for the big dance. •
Automobile Line.
The unions have dropped the mat-
ter of starting a line of automobile!'
through this city te5 compete with, tile
Street car company, because the
strike against the car concern has
been declared off and there is no
necessity of inaugurating the system
of automobiles. Mr. R, M. Myles,
the leatherwarker, *as chairman of
tthe committee of unionists getting
up subsriptions to stock for the auto
line, but says the pledges are now re-
leased.,
Ways Strike.
The strike of union caulkers amid
carpenter at the marine ways con-
tinues this being the seventh miinth.
The plant is still running with non-
unionists while all the union men






Drawings Show Every Foot of Un-
derground Sanitary and Storm
Sewer Pipes in City.
'e- '.1%`
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED .13Y US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
We make this offer not only to insure that we aye, not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers andlitenufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah ,
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for Ste) I
Credit to those who want it
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY POR MORE BARGAINS.
Repairing Department
-We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait: We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER *hid) you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which i about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned and examined.,...75c up Watch Hands IOC up •
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up Watch Glasses toc up
New Case or Hairspring —.Sac up Watch Keys  Sc
New Jewels, %mimic or cover 50e up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
in Paducah. All .
A. POLLOCK
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE 113-R 6co BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
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XMAS IS GONE, BUT t
Assistant City Engineer Robert
Richardson, of the city engineer's
office, is at present engaged in finish-
ing up one of the finest amid most val-
uable maps ever possesied by any of
the public bureaus. It i one show-
ing every Coot of tinder round sew-
erage beneath this city. both sanitary
and storm water, the el -awings show-
ing the depth and size of the pipes.
location of the manholes, places of
entrance into abutting private prop-
erty, and all the other valuable in-
formatjpn needed in this respect.
Wheh City Engineer Washington
went into office he found that there
were no maps showing underneath
what streets lays sewerage. I4e dug
around through the profiles and rec-
ords and gathering them together
made into book form tbig map show-
ing the. sewerage just the same as
if it was upon the surface of the
streets, al'eyways and private prop-
erty, and in fulli.view of any-fine. By
referring to this map anything de-
sired about the system can be readily
he seen very plainly. . .
'He finished the sanitary sewers
first, and now as the storm water
p'ping is laid along with the brick
and other re-constructed improve-
ments, he adds to the map as the
work progresses, showing where the
storm mains run Mei. This charac-
ter of sewerage ttnderneath Jefferson
street has just been ,completed out
as far as Fifth street, And the as-
siitain city engineer is putting in
the big map, drawings showing e





M 636 It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the 
r
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS 1111-
--*/,..1•:.'.
work at Reasonable prices
We fill the bill exactly.
Welch's Jewelry Store
is still headquarters for anything
in the line,
• 224 Broadway, - PADUCAH, ,BY.
Wilarcli-oniars)gagmoTcliorc,i0c,51
and see every foot of piping untkr-
neath the surface of the streets. It :
has taken months of work •and ted-
ious 'abor to get it up, but once
finished its worth is. inestimable. •
FOUR TRAINS OF SCRAP IRON and Honey
,Richmond, Ky., Jan. 'I.—Speyer
Bros., of Lexington, today bought of
the Tlnirman Grocery company, of
this city, 4.300,00o pounds of scrap
iron. The grocery company has been
about four and a half years getting Not A drinkssbut a seasonable prep-this lot of iron. .It will be shipped
to New Albany, and four trains sell]
be necessary to move it. .
The Daily Register, only loc. a
week.
re Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
The map is a.most valuable record Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and
and no matter how long, fifty ytArs Columbia Building








aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds actotnpanied by fever as in
La. Gripp, etc.
. Very Palatable
50e, and $1, Bottles.
BACON'S
DWG STORES.
& jachsoa pimps s1-





Nis:gest Stock  Lowest Prices Satisfaction GuaranteedPaducalt's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers







JUDGE EVANS mu- HAS THE
REEVES BANKRUPT MAT-
TER UP.
It Is Sharp and Pointed in Refeeenca 'Referee Bagby Set for aand the Ques-4 • to the Measure and Its, tion of Distributing Schwab's
Purpose. Assets.
The Committee from the board of
education of this city took a stifle at
tthe legislative authorities the
second class cities of Kentucky in
their protest forwarded yesterday to
Representative Louis P. 'Head, at
Frankfort, urging .the state legisla-
ture not to pass the proposed amend-
ment to the second class charter,
wherein the, schools of cities of this
class will he compelled to make
monthly reports to the legislative
boards, showing cash receipts and ex-
penditures by the trustees.
Yesterday Chairman W. H. Pitcher.
of the committee from the local
schools, wrote 10 the stiperinteident
aif Covingtou, tceisport and L.ing-
tun asking them to use their inflitence
•against the proposed amendment! In
their petition against the anticipated
change, the Paducahan wrote as fol-
lows, and will have it laid before the
legislature by Mr. Head.
To the. honorable members of the
legislature ,of the state of Kentucky,
assembled at the capital Frankfort.
Greeting:—
. Among the measures recommended
by representatives from Kentucky
cities of the second class, convened
at Lexington some weeks ago, was
one which requests the legislature
to enactment requiring boards of edu-
cation to submit monthly reports to
the general council.
1' That part aside public of 'he pro.
posed measure does not detail just
erleat these, exactions shottld be.
ViraingAlit rue_yIti of adminiatta-
live bodies of these cities 'Pr the past
decade, from either a hininess or
moral standpoint. one is in no wise
impressed with the idea that school
affairs would be better administered
by any supervision of theirs, than by
these whom school potions have
chosen in the past according to chart-
er provision new effective.
Reasons- are logical and contentions
as just- might get fourth .the advis-
ability of requiring the general coun-
cil to make monthly reports ti. the
hnard .of 'education.... The History of
•conn_ciimanic . proceeding in these
cikies spell bad nxinagement about as
deNtn--as anyhing else. To the caattal
e /server and the ordinary civilian,
whose point of vantige is not obsettrtd
by influence% of petty authority or
greed of power. the general council
does hot atroVate unto itself an nn-
examPled fa•iseTs-oni and superior sort of
patriotism, when it preposea to thro*
the ahadow of its Jurisdiction over
—us. public schools or eke this branch
the community's interest .is hut
4 arveted as oin- north while an party
maniptilatoes and spoilsmen. ciher
which - reasons forbodes dire re-
Ault. to the schools.
In addition to the &semi:I:Ilion of
learning and the education and de-
velopment of youth the piihtic !schools
are moulders of character and should
he models of upright conduct in every
branch id government, portraying to
the boys and girls within the pale of
their influence the highest ideals of
manhood and womanhood.
Ample provision is made by the
-tharter governing sitr public schools
for all the publicity that could be de-
e, siveil upon every atibject .pertaining
I' to the conclAct of the schools in every
kiraneh.
Mlarfhall Field,• the greats Chicago
-merchant. is setiOnsly, 11lii*eve




The advernment .statistics for 'ts
dhow that the sugar importations (111T-
ng tie year were valued above
$15o.000.000, the largest ever known
beltire. The statistic, fttrtlier show•
that flit. consumption orstigar in the
United States has doubled the past
„so years,
A. Pranks, the ex-sewer inspector,
is ready to aective orders for sani-
 -fairy laltimbing work at his old stand,
to8 Broadway.
Big Ball it CeII Springs.
Mrs. Daniel Harkness, new mana-
ger and leasee Of the 0•ark Hotel 01
Creal Spriage; Ill., wisdies to an-
cornice through the c.ciltivrns of The
Daily Register that INte stillgtiye aid-winter Iss„11 and .blireitleiriih theeven'tif Jagnary t7th. arid OW-extendsa earty welcome to ole PltiTh.os oftola /tome as welt an Pew *NO4 so
GRAND MASTER
HON. A. W. CLEMENTS, OF ODD
FELLOWS IS NOW IN THE
CITY.
Elks Fix One Week From Next Sun-
day as the Time for Holding
Their Ceremonies.
Hon. A. W. Clement s, the grand
master of Kentucky for the Independ-
ent Order of Odd Fellows, arrived
here yesterday from his home in Mor
ganfield, Ky., and this morning will
go down to LaGenter, on the new
Cairo division of the Illinois Central
railroath. His nUssion to that little
city is to install the new lodge of Odd
Fellows organized for that city. The
ceremonies will be held this evening,
while tomorrow morning the distin-
guisloal gentleman goes for a tour of
the different lodges Of the small
places of West Kentucky, spending
several days at this, when he then
goes back ,home.
Last evening Ise met with Mangum
ledge in tire assembly hall at the
Fraternity building on Broadway, and
witnessed their work. He is one of
the be known Odd Fellows the
country over and is having an excel=
lent administration under his execu-
tiveship.
While here he is stopping at the
New Richmond hotel.
Hendrick, Miller & Marble have
not yet heard from Judge Walter
Evans, of the United States- court, in
Louisville, What that official did inthe Reeves Brothers bankruptcy pro-ceeding. They expect to receive
some word today, they being legalcounsel for the brothers and theirwives. R4ves Brothers conductedthe big grocery store at Mayfield and
failed several weeks ago, making an
'assignment. Some of their Louis-ville creditors tiled a petition beforeJudge Evans at Louisville, to forceboth the brothers and their wives in-to bankruptcy, on the ground thatthe witonfaivere members of the firm.
The. Meirece Reeves engaged the wellknown Paducah firm that filed a peti-tion before judge Evans asking thatthe matter be moveel to the local bankrupt court that is presided over by
Referee E. W. Bagby. judge Evanstook up the matter Wednesday, buthas not yet advised the local barris-ters of what his decision comprisedsihethev sent here or not. The wivesOppose being forced into bankruptcyon the rutin(' that they are not membets of the firm. Last evening at the meeting of the
* Vies' lodge it was decided so hold
the cornerstone laying ceremonies one
week from next Sunday,at their new
building on North Fifth street beside
the post office . Contractor Georg'
Katterjolui informed the members
that he had) about one more day's
ssork to do on the structure before
it would be in shape for the corner-trebtition should not be made it wall stone laying, and as the presentdope itttmedtately. --------- ." 1 weather will not permit of anything
. being done, it was decided to set one:May Settle. week from Sunday as the time, andYeatertaktyrive owners of the ateittly- thaat,there will without doubt come aer Glifton offered a compromise of niee spell lasting long enough to getthe suit filed against them in the fed- the sttucture in proper shape for theera) court by the St. Bernard Coal ceremonies. In putting the day off*Ding company foe ,aeveral hundred that far they will not then take anyokilla'rs'elainied doe fdr fuef4t1se corn - chances of arranging everything forpany furnished the,craft. It. is prob-• a previous slate and then have to postable a stttlemmt of the matter' will pots, matters. .be made today or tomorrow. i Mr. Dick Rudy received a telegram-. 
!(rom Grand Easa'ted Ruler RobertFound His Watch. Blown, of Lainiaville, yesterday, whoYesterday morning Deputy S. said he would be here to participaie
gasoline towboat. )Athite Oak ' an- atrapicion . and largely attended.
i
Marshal Saunders went to whe the in the cerenionies, that will be quite
clamed in Mechanicsburg -am) recov- i Rabbi David Alexander, of Toledo,ered the watch be lost the-, flight be- Obi°, has been invited • to come. butfore while crossing the stageplank it is .o far he has telegraphed that itleading ooto the craft. It was found is impssible- lie iv a member ofir several feet of water where flit the local lodge and formerly rabbi ofticker was dropped.
  — 
Temple Israel here, but went to To-
ledo last year to acoept the pastorate
161 the church there. He delivered
!several addresses at the Padocati menu
jovial exercises and is 2 very brilliantdivine. It is also probable that
i judge Fitzgerald, the leading Louis-
_
CLERK PURYEAR SENT THEM ' ville lawYer' 
may be lucre as in in-
TO JUDGE EVANS TO BE 
vitation has 'wen extended him. He
SIGNED. sea s formerly exalted ruler of the
Falls City lodge and is the 'gentle-
. man . who_nominated Mr. Brown at
They Return There Will Be 
the Buffalo, NewYork:natio-nal con-Wh nv ntio that elected the widely knownEnded Bitter and Lon' Drawn newspaper man of Louisville as theOut Admiralty Case, grand exalted ruler.
Hon. J. Csamphell Flournoy. of
this city, will be the orator of theYesterday Clerk John R.Pitryear,of day for the ceremoni,cs, while thethe United States court here, Made committee is now at work upon the
out the checks showing how much is balance of the program.
Schwab Estate.
Yesterday Referee Bagby set forthe 22nd of this month the date forhearing the evidence in the petitionof die trustee asking for a $to percent. distribution of the assets of theMoses Schwab bankruptcy case. Ifreasons are not shown why the dis-
$8,000 CHECKS
due every creditor holding against the
steamer City of 'Chattanooga claims
Cornerstone Laying.
Eagles' Minstrel.
One of the officials for the Eagles'that have been honored. The clerk lodge last evening stated that theythen forwarded run the noon train ye had .aghin taken up the question ofterday the ch:..-ka to Judge Waltr their minstrels and would ;male-Evans at Louisville for his signature.,diattly select She date which wouldToday the pieties of paper will be be some time during the fore part or.returned to Clerk Pnryeae who will middle' of February. The caste hasthen comtnence paying out the money been picked for some months and re-as fast as :he creditors cal:. ate. hearsals will ahcirtlY start again andPuryear believes that the cheeks .will everything put. in condition for onebe back tomorrow or Mkitiday by the of the hest productions ever put onoutaitlie. iby local talent.The cheeks call for something like'$ft000. When the parties sign far Red Men Install.their claims this will end one of the, This evening the Red Men will ia-longest 'sidmiralty cases ever in the their newly ,elected officers infederal courts.. A hard fight has been the lodge room on North Foureliop from many' 'sides for the money"street. At that time the sac'hent wiltfor several. years past. kame the appointive officers who areLawyer Bagby was attorney for to serve with him for ,the ensuing sixmany of the creditors and yesterday. months. Asaid it WAS the rtUast tedioes and.rigid litigalion ever fought out, as
'every known maritime law was
New Officials.
About every weret order ,tf thehrought ttp and technicalities and city hat now finished selectites4 theirimportant points fought to a finish. officers or .ithe ensuing year add six
The Northwestern of Milwaukee- sen.ii-
-month!, somilbeing animal ancirsome
;Anal now this week andLet me tell yntl about it betore-rflgt w ic the'bodisti have started off
. 
•you do anything fore ivith t At ned; officers in charge anti' 
Wrap it egi ster,. C. B.-. HA WIELD, Agt. hiitga re runding along smoothly'. .
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY .
TO TRY OUR
2.00 SHOES
ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR WARRANTEDWe Do Repairing
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
The elections are always Tatters of
dicep interest to all the respective
brethren as it decides who tills the
different places for the next term.
Be-vere Tonight. ,
This evening the Beavers meet at
the Elks' hall on North 'Fourth street
and during their session the trustees
will report. recommending what 'hall
be procured aa a lodge room for the
order. just as soon as this is settled
the place will he equipped and every-
thing gotten into first-class condition.
• Degree Team Leaves.
Tomorrow night at 1:4o o's.lock the
degree team of the Eagles leaves for
Bowling Green, Ky., where Sunday
they 'help irtstaIl the new lodge or-





Is Charged With Murdering Scott
Holeman, Colored, There Christ-
mas Night Over Guitar.:
Another alleged murdeher, for
whom there is It . $too reward, was
captured here yesterday' shortly after
noon by Detectives Moore and Baker
'it company with Marshal J. T. Bar-
nett, of Earlington. The accused is
Major Gaither, colored, and he will
he taken back this morning to stand
trial of the accusation.
Marshal Barnt:t says that 'several
weds ago 'Gaither loaned a negro
nam:d Scott Holman ionic money,
and :het Holen.aa gave a guitar to
the other to guarantee the loan. On
Cl.r:stma; niklit .111kAeritan' went to
Gaitlier's house after the instrument,
but the latter was not there. Hole-
man took the guitar and carried it to
his bores. When Gaither returned
'home and found the guitar missing he
Wein after Holtman, whom he locat-
ed. Gaither knocked at the frontdoor and when. Holeman came out. it
ii . claimed, Gaither *cot a •bellet -
through the stomach - of Holeman.
causing him to die shortly thereafter,
while the leade_tt missile went. on
through the injured man and striking
a woman badly hurt 'her also. •
Gaither skipped out and was several
day's ago located here by the detec-'
titres ' w'ho sent for Marshal Barnett,
who came yesterday. With the de.:
tectivea they went out and could not
find Gaither at the pacewitere he had
already beeb bleated. Learning that
he wait to be out in the neighborhoodof Eleventh and Jones street right
after noon yesterday, the trio of offi-
cials went to Walston's grocery and
sat inside waiting for 'their man to
come along. Finally her passed in
company with two other &Airs and
was arrested.
He was brought to the City hall and
today at 7 o'clock Marsehal Barnett
will carry him back to Earlington to
stand trial,. He is a very had negro.but • gave the authorities.  no troubl2
yesterdiy lie said that eleve-n years
ago from the night he shot Heileman
i At Earlington, that he got into a fightat Kansas City, Mos. and killed -an-
other man and 'got•out cull self-de-
"Twhe 
.
T ere is a standing reward of $100
for him for the &Arlington killing,








By the Pound or Quire
ALL AT CUT PRICES
Harbour's Book Dept.
DON alLBhRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $16 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
I?. A BEAUT. REMEMBER T .P.M THE FIRST MAN TO PUTTHE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THEFACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR IviACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIONHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATIONABOU't OUR MACHINES GRATIS. ,
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT. SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, •WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTCOMMEPS, GIVING THEM THWTROFITS'ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM x P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, KT.
Edward Long got his foot caught
in a railroall twitch .`at Cynthiara,




Patrons of the Water Company
are reminded that their water rent
expired Dec. 31st. Those who desire
to renew them should do so before it
is forgotten, as all premises not paid
for on or before January loth, will
be shut eff. •
The prompt payment of water
rents will Save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties







• Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Colanders
Framed right up to date in five min




Highest price paid for eecond-hand
toN2es ea2c:
FzUrzrzitLtzte.
Buy anything and sell clisrydiss.
218-220 Court street. Old pliono UAL
Clem Fransioli. -
Ai




RUIN THE PICTITB,F,_. HUNTING BIG 
EGGS. 7PRITDENT PERM 1
I 
HOW THE COLLECTOR GETS AN 
Fathers and mothers who knew Ms
. 16.
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN" WIIEN
CAMERA IS 'WORKING.
• Scenes Carefully Arranged by Mov-
ing Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
Our work is sometimes seriously
interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
slamming in helps us," said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
"It is impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-in habit, for
when they see anything unusual com-
ing off on the street or in any pubHe
place their natural busybody instinct
takes hold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
proceedings.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
I fixed up a horsewhippins, scene.
The first part of the set was easy
enough to get. It was a scene in a
restaurant, in which a pretty girl,
seated at a tabls z Iasie distance away
from another table at which a frolic-
some man with a homely wife is din-
ing, falls to making goo-goo eyes at
the man.
"The second scene, in which I at-
fanged to have the horsewhipping take
place, took place outside the restau-
rant. We'd got police permission to
take the pictures, and 1 bad two ot
three men stationed in front of 'the
restaurant to keep the crowd hick
while the phony horsewhipping ,was in
progress.
"When everything was all set'iss
the machine was snapping away at ; s
homely wife laying the lash actrei
the face and shoulders of the fiirta-
Vous girl—the lath looked like rattan,
but It was a phony, and didn't hurt
at all—our troubles began.
"First a big vannigan of a man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that he didn't believe in see-
ing no woman stinging another wom-
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinski was
being informed that the thing was
orly a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the picture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sour-
ly, at that, and looked to be in so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I had to get a cop to walk
him down the street.
"When we got all set again and the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once more going on a scrawny
hatchet-faced woman, who had just
jellied the outer circle of the crowd.
ard who wasn't up to what was corn-
irg off, rushed into the scene with a
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started in to rough-
house them both for their 'indecency
In fighting on the street,' as she yelled
at them. The machlhe had to be
stopped again.
"The incident as I had framed II
ur didn't call for anything like that
I had it arranged that after the whip-
ping had proceeded for a space the
gellty husband of the homely wife
was to rush in and attempt to Rep
arate the two women, when his wife
W1.13 to turn on him with the lash, Ms.
ling him to skiddoo down the street
The girl with the goo-goo eyes was to
seise the whip from the other wom-
an's han,ds and start in to get hunk
for the cutting she'd received, the
scene ending up that way."
DETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Being Brought About by the Mach
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
Another potent factor in the deihron
tog of alcohol has been the spirit ot
scientific research of recent years. says
an Open Letter, In Century. In the
great Iiibiiratorietneientista have been
• carefully studying the effects of alecs
belie liquors upon ,the various organs
of the body, and, although they differ is
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that those physicians who hays
most closely followed these investiga,
Cons have, almost or entirely, abjuree
alcoholics as a necessary part of then
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinsed many
that the nourishing and 'strengthening
properties formerly afscribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the Imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which bad
no facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of the grains and
fruits, it is now believed by many au-
thorities. are destroyed in the process of
making alcoholic drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
art-denied lay many, who class it among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effect
When Game Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as 1886 and 1487 veni
son was as cheap as beef in the fall
the choicest cuts selling for 12% cent
a pound, while wild turkeys could bi
bed for 75 cents each when tame tur
keys no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
- or wild geese were hard to -get rid of,
as no one liked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly so good
as new, and the, fish were nearly all
perch or cat. The fine herd of 200
heed of deer in Uncle Joe Lewis' deer
tierk came from a pair he caught in
the early days and penned up in a
pasture lot.—Anthony Republican.
Congo Salt Marshes.
Along the central part of the Congo
river there are a number of salt
menthe& nee Africatie dig ettallow
holes in these, whence, issue streams
of hot water which, on being evap
etrated, leaves a residue of malt
PRESERVES HIS SPECIMENS.
It Is Nectssary to Have Outfits as
Extensive as Those of Hunters
of Big Game—Some Par-
ticulars.
Those who think deer or mountain
lion hunting to be hard work ought to
try hunting hawks' nests for awhile
and get a taste of the really strenuous
life. Hawks nest all over the world,
from the equatorsto the far north; they
make up one of 'the largest and most
widely known of any of the bird tam.
thee. To theta belong 'the great bald
eagles and tat tiny sparrow hawks
everyone knows. But their habits are
all different, so that methods whi
ch
will result in the finding of one hawk's
nest, says the Los Angeles Times, will
take the bunt r directly by the ho
me
of another ape les. The little sparr
ow
hawk lays it eggs in a hollow tree,
while the ea. builds a bulky nest of
all aorta of b and places it In the
very tiptop die highest available
tree.
The hawk hunter—who, by the' way,
calls himself an "oologist"—takes with
him as much of an outfit as would 'a
deer hunter. First of all, he wears a
suit of duck or khaki, lemon, or, prefer-
ably. forest green in color, and instead'
of the usual heavy shoes of a hunter,
light leather creations which yield to
every movement of the foot and cling
as tenaciously to the bark of trees as
would the barefoot. To aid him in
climbing still further, he carries a
pair of the "climbers" used by tele
ellone and telegraph linemen. Added
'a this is a tin box having straps on
.gch end so that it may be easily car-
:ied, and in which the eggs are care-
-fully packed in cotton.
Entering the forest or the cliff-walled
canyon, the modern hawker strikes out
carefully, treading as silently, as any
deer hunter, 'wart/tang the skies fre
quen'tly with a field glass for the great
birds he seeks. Hawks, 'eagles and
most of the owls nest in early spring
from the first of February to the end
of•May; so that the collector must be
afield early Its--order to get eggs in
which incubation has not commenced
He scans the tops of trees or such
likely places as he knows and, finding
some great bulk of sticks looming
darkly against the sun, he lays down
his paraphennalla and ascends the tree
If the hawk be one of the large specie*
known as buzzard hawks, a rap on the
trunk of the tree will usually send the
nesting bird io screaming flight from
her home. With the smaller hawks
this test does not apply, but the ex
perienced hawker rarely climbs to a
nest from which no bird can be in
duced to fly.
Once secured and brought safelj
home, the next thing for the "oologist"
to do is to breserve the eggs This he
does by drilling a small hole in ono
side of the egg and removing the con
tents by means of a blowpipe. Instru
menta are manufactured for this pur
pose, and many are of intricate make
for use when the eggs are valuable
and so far incubated as to be unsay
able, with the unaided blowpipe
When the eggs are emptied of theii
contents, they are thoroughly drier
with hot air and then hill carefull3
away In trays of cornmeal to becoms
entirely dry in case the air has let'
any drops of moisture. In a day ce
two they are placed in their final nest
of cotton in the drawer of a catine'
where many other hawks' eggs bavs.
preceded them. Each collection is cat
alogued, and the eggs are marked with
a known symbol, so that not only may
each set be distinguished from all the
others, but each Species may also be
known by a glance at the egg and
without reference to the printed cata
Logue.
Many thousands of dollars' worth 01
hawks' and other birds' eggs pass an-
nually through the mails of this eoun
try. They are sent in exchange be-
tween collectors living in widely sep
*rated parts of America, and many
come from Europe, where the study -of
birds' eggs and .he sport of colleeting
them have Leen dertauetal to a much
greater exte..a thau hers.
A rare merlin found only in_ the
northern part of Canada during ihr
breeding season lays -an egg worth $16
to its fortunate finder; and not only
this, but the Merlin usually lays some
three to five eggs in every nest, sc
that a "set" (as the full number of
eggs laid by a ()ad is called) may be
worth a neat sum to the hawker who
ends it. But it is not for money that
most of these men who have take)] lir
this kind of sport go out; many of
them are independently rich, others
are—ins•luzretIve positions, but thy
tske IS up as a 'means of--getting out
rnto the world of the wild, and 'bring
heme the eggs as souvenirs of then
trips. In time this has grown to be
a reOlar- study, until now almost ail
thelarge museums have a department
devoted exclusively to the study of the
eggs of birds, living and extinct.
An Exceptional Occupation.
A Parisian actor who formerly made
• good income in his profession is now
eErning his living as a cab driver. H(-
hits taken this viten to spite his di-
vorced wife. Wkirever be went she
pin a lien en his salary. The actos
fcund that- the only occupation in
wsich his wife—was helpless against
h:m axe gab driving, because he drew
no wages lead h.td to pay for the hire
of the cabA He says he Is making a
good living and- is quite happy.
Getting Its Shape,
Molly---! hear your brother is wear-
irg COM' IS, now?
Chat hr--e -Yek-IteCe 4 rYtall t g• I
in shape for the wirer afternoon teas
—Yonkers Statesmaa.
said: "There are not many young
I men like Percy Widger, that's a fact
I IL would be a good thing if there were.There's a young fellow that has some
sense."
He certainly had some sense. Lots
of it, in fact. Cool, self-seliant, and
with a judgment beyond his years. His
earents were often congratulated on
Percy's good, practical qualities. Ills
employer congratulated himself. Not
a bad habit to his name, industrious
and careful.
"The girl who gets Percy will be
lucky," said the mothers.
Some of the daughters sniffed, oth-
ers sighed.
"Bought three blocks of the subdi-
vision from Wheeler," sald thafathers.
"Tbat boy is going to make inocey.
Pretty hard-headed young chap, I tel
you. He'll have it paid for in a year
or two"
He had it paid for in a year or two.
and the subdivision began to build up
It was a shrewd investment for a
young man.
"Well," said some of the mothers
to Mrs. Widget, "I suppose Percy will
be bringing you home a nice little
daughter-In-law some of these fine
days."
"I suppose so," assented Mrs. Widger.
with a sigh. "I tell him it's time he
was 'oohing about hi.m, but he seems
quite satisfied to be at home as yet.
think he is _keeping his eyes open,
but he says he doesn't intend to marry
until he's SG. He's 24 now, so he's
got tax years -tostreelterbis ahoice."
"He'll make a good one when he
makes it."
"Yes. I believe he will. I've beani
sf somebody-1 belie's) It was Franklin
—who said he chose his wile as he did
his coat, for her wearing qualities
Percy is always particular about his
rlothes. He likes to be neatly dressed,
but he never buys a suit because the
pattern happens to be pretty. He tries
this sample and that, and makes guts)
that every -thread In it is good wool.
and that properly dyed and
woven, anethen beings it to me to see
what I think of it."
"How sweet! And you think be
will select his wife the same way?
You must look up some samples for
him."
Mrs. Widger had thought of that.
She consulted Percy as to his prefer-
ences in that sort of goods.
"Well," said Percy, in his matter-
of-fact way, "I always thought I
should like my wife to be a brunette
as I'M such a towhead. I think op-
posites should marry. But tempera-
ments should, of course, be sympa-
thetic. I mean to satisfy myself very
carefully that the woman I marry is
congenial in tastes and habits. I
mean I want a sensible, well-balanced
and a well-educated girl. When
say well educated I don't mean mere-
t3 one who has been through Girton os
Vassar or Wellesley only, bemuse she
might be very brilliant intellectually.
and be a very incapable housekeeper.
I think more unhappiness in married
life comes through slipshod house-
keeping than any other cause. I want
my wife to be 'strong, healthy and
good-tempered. But then I've gcif lots
of time. It's not a thing I should do
hastily or without due consideration.
it's a serious matter, choosing a part-
ner far life."
"You don't say anything about bet
looks," said Mrs. Widger, with a smile.
"Well," said Percy, "I don't want
her too good-looking. She receives so
much attention that she doesn't think
It necessary to pay any attention to
others. I've found that to be the case
with the girls around here. You must
have been an exception to that rule,
mother."
Mrs. Widger said she had always
known how sensible Percy was, but
that little talk was an immense re-
lief to her, after all.
About a -week after that Percy was
asked to a little party of young people
at Benson's. Della Samson was a
Lice girl, and her brother, Duke, was-a
nice fellow. Percy decided to go.
When the maid opened the door for
him two girls were running down the
stairs, hand in hand. One was Della
Sanson, and the other—
"Jessie," said Della, "let me intro-
duce Mr. Widger. Percy, thts is my
very dearest friend, Miss Stralen."
Percy saw a slim, in fact, rather
waspy young woman with a pile of
3ellow hair and big blue eyes that had
the poet appealing look imaginable
until she smiled, and then they were
rather mischletoue to their expression.
She put out a hand, and Percy's pulse
as he took it made 30 beats above nor-
mal.
"You're just in time," said Miss
Stralen. "We're going into the kitch-
n, and I'm going to make fudges., I
can't boll water without burning it,
but I can make fudges. Can't t
Then had a jolly time in the kitch-
en—that is, it would have been jolly if
econe of the fellows had not acted so
like fools with Miss Stralen. But of
Course that was hard to avoid. Percy
felt conscious that he acted rather that
way himself. It was a little lock of
that yellow hair that 'hid got astray
and curled, itself across Miss Stralen's
heat-flushed cheek that made him feel
particularly idiotic.
But she let him beat the fudge. '
And once she looked at him side-
ways with a little smile that—I
All the way home thit night Percy
thought of that little smile, and then
of the curl of yellow hair, and he felt
the !wallet, pulse esseeleratlors again
Odd in Percy, wasn't it? He couldn't
sleep for thinking of those thinge.
And they were married withla ata
months, Pam and Miss Stralen. Percy
didn't waut to wait that long.--Ohl-





James, as you may already have
guessed, was a very conscientioue
young man. As a boy he had been
known at cricket to dispute the deci-
sion of an umpire in hie favor. Even
the ordinary social lies were repellent
to him. He never traveled in a class
superior to that for which he hail
taken his ticket He never did any.
thing which was not extremely care-
Cul and oonipinuously honest. Vgitt
such a character, there was only one
thing that the young man could ulti-
mately become.
Shortly after he became a review°,
of Action for the Daily Record It hap
pened that he met Agatha. Agaths
had at a comparatively early age bees
left an orphan. As her education was
defective, and as she did not like
children, there was only one Mina
that Agatha could become.
It was shortly a/tar Agatha had to
come governess that she and Jamie
met. Her face was wholesome and
practical, rather than beautiful. Ft))
some weeks he never told lab
love. Then one afternoon he took hei
to hear an oratorio. D may have bees
the effect of the musfe, or of the tel
and buns at the A B C stoop afterward
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
London's romantic dusk. The fact no
mains that when they climbed up 01
the omnibus he called her Miss Brown
and when they parted at the end of the
journey he called her Agatha. He
treasured the oratorio programme, and
met her frequently. One night there
was an air of mystery about ker.
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
in a new light, James."
"I would not have you differeat,"
said James. This was quite the right
thing to say, as he had semi it in 3
book.
"East side of Waterloo bridge, about
six to-morrow," said Agatha.
"Right," said James. He would thee
bare, kissed her, but refrained from
the publicity which would have attend-
ed the act '
The next morning there was brougaf
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
from the Daily Record. He groaned,
because that meant work, and even the
reading of novels is not pleasant ii
you happen to be paid for it. H
e
would have groanea still more it the
books had not come, because that
would have meant no work, and want
of work would have made sundry ro
mantic possibilities more remote. As
it was, they had arranged to be mar
tied next year in the sweet sprint'
time. Quite quietly. Bride in browr
cloth: Honeymoon of serest days al
Little hampton.
He tore his mind away from roman
in real life and settled down to 
to
mance as it Ls written, and the veil
first volume that be picked up was
entitled "A Love of Other Days," ta
Agatha Brown. This was the nem
light in which Agatha was to ap
pear. She had written • novel, and
be was to review it He wondered if
the editor of the Daily 'Record would
stand an entire column about an un-
known genies. James almost regrets
ted that he had discovered three un-
known geniuses the week before; It
was likely to spoil the market
He noticed the name of the publish'
us with regret. Agatha would have
done better to have consulted him.
Then he road the book and burled hie
face tizils hanb7TOr that avnt
Agatha Brown was about t'ae most
putrid •thing in fiction that Lad pol-
luted his chambers for the last It
months. It was wrong everywhere; it
was wrong all through. There is no
worse thing on earth thee a bad hies
torical novel, and this was a, very bad
historical novel.
Here, then, was the coelict between
love and duty. Duty was scratched,
and love walked over, By the evening
he had written a column hailing Agatha
Brown as the greatest genius that the
country had yet seen. But his heart
was broken. For once be had not been
conscientious. He could 1101:11VP with
that stain upon his soul. So he deter-
mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
bridge, take one long, last farewell,
and then send off the review and com-
mit suicide. Agatha was a little late
for her appointment, and looked very
pleased with herself.
"Well?" she said.
"Why did you not confide in me??'
he asked, gently. "Why did you not
tell me you-had written a hook? Pos-
sibly my practiced judgment might
have—"
"What en earth are you talking
about? I've not written any book,
shouldn't be so silly."
"Then somebody else with your
same has" ,
"Has khe What cheek!" She still
looked at.lames somewhat inquiring-
ly. He had an uneasy sense that Ole
was expecting tam to say something,
and that he was not saying It.
"Well." he said, "what did . yen
mean then by saying that you more
going to appear in a sew habit"
• "If you happen to he tilted," she
answere4 rather enappiCily, -I can't
give you) eyes."
"Don't be cross, dear. Let's sae; It's
the same jacket.you always wear, and
the same skirt."
"Oh, don't bother. I've ant my
hair done up diffeilently, and 'I've got
a new hat. I don't want to talk about
it. It you take nb bitterest in or :sp.
pearatice, there's nothing more to be
naid. What do you think about these
Japanese now?"
The rest of his interview with
Agatha was far from pleasant. But
his eblsmn review of the none! by Lei
namesake was reduced to two lines en
the subject of Wardoue stteet. run)
high. And Ite w*IIUU tOnsciehtledi.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No, 5, Columbia Building,
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; ito 3 p. in., 7 tO 9 p.
TRUEHEARZ BUILDING.
Both phone 888 at the office, both
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Queen & Crescent Route •
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Lou
is- t
vale at 8 a. m. daily connects 
at
Danville, Ky., with solid train
 of
Pullman sleepers and vesti
buled
coaches via Chattanooga and 
Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:93 
a.
Tn. and St. Augustine to a. en. ne
xt
day, without change. Dining 
car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, wi
thout
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at so p. tits
next day. From Danville This is
solid train ofsdrawing room sleepers,
composite car, 'observation car, etc.,
Dining car serves all meals en route.,
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
span sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
.with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 3151, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
Foe the -"Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Hornet," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
addrese_any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. II. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allem,
A. G. P. A., St. Laois, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., e . & C.
Route, Cincinnati, •.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
be.t of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and..
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Loin*, C.incinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
. Mardi Gras at New (Means Feb.
27. 'ob. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
icoast resort having the. new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship ;Wings from New
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS Orkain• for Mexico, Central Amen - 1
leo NORTH FIFTH STREET Ca, P a nania,-We it -Tnffieir
ut of03 --
Send or call for deetriptive matter
in regard to th•e 2410ye.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Both Phones 355
ones hears 8 to to a. m., 1 to 3
p. in, and 7 to 9 p. m.





Demme 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
'Practice in all the courts of 
the
NSW. Both phones 37.






Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway,
On Friday, December 1st, the 
fol-
lowing changes in time of' Southern
railway train* will become effective:
No. 1, now leaving Louisville 
at
7:40 a. m., will depa
rt at 8 a. in.
No. 9, now -leaving Lottieville as
3:50 p. m., will depart IA 3:13 p. m.
or,•_, . _.—• C. H. • D. P. •
•
No. 23, now {Ravin; Louisville at
7:25 p. Tn., will depart It 7:15 p. 111.
No. 24,. now leaving Lexington at
6 p. in., will depart at 5:40 p. in,
Nb. 3, now leaving Lexington at
5:30 p. ,rri., will depart at 5 p. m.
Obrresponding . changes will be
made at dotal stations and passen-
gers intendiing to wile these trams
lboiski consult ticket agents fee com-
plete inToriiiirrest..,
WU GERFORI9   A
•
Havana, Cuba, is best peached via
the Illinois Central through service
• . New Orleans ard the new (mesa
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knist
S. 11. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednee-
day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at
Ilava--2 at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Floenba. •
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to !lot Springs, with con--
neetiems at Memphis from Cincinnati
And Louisville.
Through "Dixie Fleet" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under th-e auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave •
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.t
23rd, fog Mexico and California., the
fast to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. ;.Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with,
dining car service. Fascinating trips`
compl'ete in eyery detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fra.nsi,cn as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati and Louiaviil-
v,a Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ety Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of 'the 4
ttnelersigneet.
Joe. Riggs, D. P, A.. dincisesti.
P. W. Harlow, D. 'P. A,. Louis-
ville.
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mem
phis.
• A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.























































THE COALING YEAR JEWS IN ENGLISH SOCIETY•
The iExcellent Welcome and Stand-
WHAT "OLD MOOR," THE g Which They Find in Sa-
PROP:11T, GAYS OF 1906. lon.s at Court.
Events of Importance in Nation and
State Are Foretold by This
Genius of World-Wide
Fame.
It is a thousand pities that some
effort has not been made to secure for
the state the services of "Old Moore,"
that genius of almanac fame who,
for over 200 years, has kept the world
well informed of the good and bad
h.ings to come, says a London paper.
If our statesmen could only be made
to realize the true value of his sere-
ne* they would surely lose no time
en installing him somewhere in the
region of Whitehall with the regal
splendor of a permanent official, and
U he would oblige by continuing to
see things in the future the prim*
ster might do worse than accept
tips as to parliamentary procedure.
or example, Old Moore tells us
in January next, "from the 
liltedranean we shall hear of some ews
Which for a time will create excite-
ment in the navy. Many will be the
reports circulate to deceive the pub-
lic, but we shall soon learn that Ger-
many is at the bottom of all this un-
expected agitation on the part of Great
Sritain." Now, if all this were whis-
.pered into the private ear of Mr. Bal.
leur inetead of being made common
. nowledge, he would doubtless see to
it that our navy estimates were in-
creased in the meantime.
There are other interesting predic-
tions for the initial month of 1906,
but let US 1111111 what February has is
store for us. "London is likely to be
startled about the end of the month
iby the news that • great number of
anarchists have arrived from all parts
sf the continent " How much better
Ilf Southend Yard were put in posses-
sion of this piece of news exclusively
ey Old Moore, the p4rms.nent secre-
tary of coming even
"There is likely tof be considerable
nation now by thi clerss of his
aeosty's post office. • • • Old Moore
Is pleased to predict better pay and
fewer hours of continuous labor." This
Is the prediction for Mach-a fore-
cast that will doubtless interest Lord
Stanley, the postmaster general and
kis staff of "bloodseckers and black-
mailers," as he is pleased to call them.
Su y it would have been better had
the greeable news of more pay and
fe hours come from his lordship.
In March there is, we observe, going
to Ise more fuss over Morocco. Will
Mr. Ealfour please note?
But as we progress we realize how
valuable an asset- Old Moore would be
to powers other than oqrselves. Per
haps, after all, a few powers would
4 well advised in combining to se-
And ur "corner" his predictions. For
isatance, our American cousins will
haveeleouble with_ their bluejackets
wbo Will, In April, desert in large
numbers. It would be wise, of course,
eh send the fleet to sea, to that the
Men would have a good swim for
t
berty.
arie out a sufficiently strong case for
It might be thought that we have
:the state's engagement of Old Moore,
i
'but, lest there should be any doubt,
We will quote a few more 1906predic-
tio
we so ha to strengthen the aseru-
. meat put forward.
In May there is to be yet another
great religious revival, and many peo-
ple will go-to-lail rather than meekly
he submit to paying increased rates
(so that our prison accommodation
do.ght to be enlarged). In June our
ee, I and tried friend, the horde, will
have realized that he is pee match
for he motor car, and will peacefully
retirodtrom the streets and turf. Boiak-
les should make a mental note of this!
Startling news will come from Hus-
site in August, awl the following
month a heavy war cloud Will hang
over the whole of Europe, Great Brit-
edit in particular.
• a Deer's Strange Necklace.
'Strange accidents will sometimes
happen to deer," writes a Scotch hunt-
er. "A hind In Caithness came to some
mofter's hut near the forest and was
king about to see if there was any-
ing she could pick up, when she Num]
n old tin pail lying in some out-of-the-
way corner. In went her nose and down
came the handle beetled her ears. Then,
somehow, the whole pall 'lipoid down
her neck and there she was, caught.
She was seen severed times with her
strange necklace, which prevented her
from urinking or feeding properly. The
rter when she got under way, wasmendous and the other deer were
frightened for miles. Several unsuc-
cessful attempts were made on her life,
but I never heard the sequel. Anyhow,
she must have died soon from nervous
arostration coupleld with the shock, or
flour some ladylike disease of that sort."
Tried to Bribe Him.
"The first box of cigars 1 ever re-
ceived was in a curious way," recently
remarked Capt. Thomas Flahive. "It
pets when I Walked a best, and that was
pume time ago, so there's so use in men-
tioning names. It was about 11 ceciock
epa eae need, and I was in a nice resi-
dence district on the West side. e
"All of a sudden a man came rushing
out of a fine house with a box of cigars
en his bends.
a l"Do you hear that singing?' he de-
manded., pointing nest door. 'De you
tear t hat ?'
"I certainly do.' I replied, for, sure.
It Wits the loudest I ever heard.
'Oldeere said the man, 'these are
',deletes. I'll give you the box if you'll
h in that house and ask who's being
seined,' "-Kansas &Hy Independ-
,
In England and in London, Where so
many different social wheels fit within
wheels, there still exist some very close
and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the moat part, composed of the
members of very old and very proud
English nobility and gentry, and this
octerie of families is as haughtily re-
served and as exclusive as the carefully
hedged about aristocracy of Austria or
old France, says Lady Broome, in
A (melee's.
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
not think I can truthfully say that Lon-
don society is quite so difecult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited and empowered
gad established smart set which rules
and regulates, in, let us say, New York.
In 'the first place London society is
much too big and made up of too many
different elements in order painstaking-
ly to examine into and consider the an-
tecedents and qualifications of every
man and woman who knocks for admie-
sion to its agreeable circle. It welcomes,
with hearty greeting, all amusing,
cheerful, interesting individuals, who
conduct themselves decorously, and a
great part of its pleasantness lies in the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac-
tors, statesmen, dusky-skinned oriental
princes, as well as the fairest and gay-
est of American beauties, in its drawing-
room gatherings.
Nothing, I think, is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good fashionable London socrety, as
contrasted with that of America, than
the excellent welcome and standing
which the well bred and well born Jews
dud not only in the salons of private in-
dividuals, but at court as well.
No descendants of the fellow 'troy.
agers of the Cenqueror hold better so-
cial positions thin do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Sassoons. or
:he Bischoffeshelms. I do not think ws
can just find their equals among the sce
dal figures in any American cities. and
Lady Jesse) and others of the very pur
est Hebrew ticoi carry their titles by
inheritance from distinguished and
honored ancestore or by marriage inte
high Christian and English families
How much the Jewish element In Lon
don society makes for charre and va
riety Is easily demonstrated by the me
verb entertainment.; which the heads of
the Rothschels ate! B:schoffeshelh
families give throughout the season lir
London and at their country homes and
by the dignity, grace, &plump and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
bostesses; and in this and in the ready
friendliness with which we are apt to
inert the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample in our crowned head, not only of
the kingdom, but of our social world
ILA well.
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty and Charming Cli-
mate of the Famous Be-
den-Baeen.
Baden-Baden, vol-hi-famed for it
curative waters. is eequisitely fair Ir
Its natural beauties, and it the loving
artistic care given It by man throngt
a long stretch of years. It offers some
thing to everyone-superlative nature.,
beauty to the lover of scenery, bits of
quiet woodland, and ruins rich In sags
;or the student of the past, a charnains
rile:ode and, while shorn of its forme;
glamour of wickedness in gaming life
1t handsome gardens, nne reitele-ane
gorgeously palatial casino hold quite.
enough to entice the lover of pleasure
and frivolity for &stay of several weeks
writes Grace Isabel Colbron, in Four-
Track News. -
The gay life that once flowed up and
down. the Lichtenthnier Alley. with its
broad roadway and splendid prom.
made, atid:eirculated in and about the
teerare and great halls of the ermine
when the gaming tables attracted the
devotees of pleasure from all the cap-
itals of Europe. still graces kiadea-
Baden during the three weeks of the
summer racing season. Many crowned
beads of greater and less degree can
be seen there at that time; King Ed
ward of England. when prince of Wales,
was a faithful visitor. Although the
gaming tables have been suppressed, an
evening An the Baden-Baden casino still
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does no injustice to the traditions
of the past.
Tyrant Orchid.
"A veritable slave driver among
Flora's children is a certain little orchid
called nodding ladles' tresses." re-
marked a budding botanist. "When the
busy bee knocks at her door and asks
for breakfast Mrs. N. L. tells him
to go to the basement door. Parsing
down the raceme of blossoms, the bee
at length conies to the lowest and oldest
flower. There she thrusts her tongue in
through the furrowed rostel hnd re-
leases a mlniature cargo of nectat. Hav-
ing taken to heart the lesson that 'beg-
gars must not be choosers,' she goes at
once to the basement door of the next
member of this family and pays for an-
other sip of nectar by fertilizing this
flower with the pollen brought from the
other. And so she goes systematically
if uncoeselously benefiting this family of
orchid. which 'mold disappear from the
face of the earth were it not for the feasts
It spreads for the industrious bee. Its
moral-seems th be:: 'If you can't do your
own work. get some one todio It foryoud P
Loud Report.
Ida-It was her first beau and the first
time she was ever kissed.
Mietna-Graciousi And did ebe keep
the kiss a secrete
"1 should say not! She opened theweeeew so you could bear the smack
square -Chicago Daily Newe.
Awry.. .1y • ...V.. .
the girl whose latest fad was cooking.-
it caused much merriment, as each
girl found herself.
Another up-to-date hostess evolvel
an unusual way of having her guests
find their partners at an informal eve-
ning affair.
The company was a large one and
she desired to mingle the guests as
much as possible. So she gave each
Man a paper and .pencil, introduced
him tot lady, telling him to talk With
her for five minutes and then write a
minute description of her gown, gen-
eral appearance, hair, etc., etc.
After ten minutes the papers were
collected. At refreshment time these
clips were scattered promiscuously
among the men and they were asked
to find the lady who answered to the
description on their paper and take
her to supper.
Here is a description of a table ar-
ranged for a birthday party of a ten.
year-old girl. It was so beautifully
simple in design and detail that ans
mother could carry out the scheme
with very little trouble or expense
The guests were 24 in number.
To save table linen, as it was in the
country, and laundry work at a pre-
mium, the table was set with pink
crepe tissue paper mats. The cake
which was the center of attraction
was a large angels' food, Iced with
white and decorated with candied
cherries and spikes of citron. Arouno
the cake was a barrel hoop, wound
with pink paper and ferns. In this
hoop pink cendles were stuck. The
holders can be pasteboard with shart
tacks in the end, such as are used ot
Christmas trees. There were just as
many candles as the hoop would hold,
they represented "the years to come.'
On a small hoop right close up to the
Cake were ten pink candles, while
right lathe middle of the cake was
one tall candle, "the year to grow on '
Bowls of flowers were at the four cor-
ners of the table, with plates oh chick-
en sandwiches, salted almonds, lemon,
ade with cherries in it, and tall glasses
filled with plain vanilla ice cream. The
cream had a tablespoonful of whipped
cream on top, capped by a Maraschino
cherry. Paper napkins were used anti
'snapping" caps, so dear to childish
hearts were the favors.
FOR THE ELDERLY WOMAN.
All Black Not the Proper Choice-The
Beauty of Pale Blue Against
White Hair.
It is the worst possible policy for the
middle-aged woman to dress in unre-
lieved black. There Is nothing more
unbecoming to such a wearer, as only
the bright rose tints of the young face
can satisfactorily bear black close to
It. Plenty of white of dainty freshness
In the shape of collar, or ruffle, or vest
will so modify the severity of a black
gown as to make it not only becom-
ing, but gives the impression, which
is particularly attractive for the elder-
ly woman, of fastidiousness, nicety and
spotlessness.
Light colors are also becoming to
middle-aged women, and light blue is
especially the crowning beauty of the
woman who has white hair. A discreet
tee of pink is also attractive even upon
elderly women, discreet meaning in the
use of touches in either blue or pink,
which is a different matter from in-
dulging in the overyouthfulnees of an
all pink or pale blue gown. A few 1olas
of pale pink velvet or chiffon on a
black net toque or lace straw hat is
charming on an elderly %%carer, whi'e
pink fWei, if tucked under the trim of
a lace-edged hat, never seem too much.
One of the prettiest effects possible
was- that of a jetted toque, the jetted
black net almost covering the frame,
but revealing the white net with which
it was "filled." underneath. TWiSted
from under the crown amid coming
through to the outside at the Ark was
a trill' of pale blue velygt, which he!d
a bunch of the tiniest pale blue ostrich
Ups which clustered down over the
gentle-faced wearer's white 'hair.
White is especially ntting for a
grandmother's dress, and all the white
jacee of stately effect which can be res-
urrected or procured by the woman of
70 should be treasured religiously- and
combined with white silk for evening
dresses, instead of being combined with
black, or given away to younger as-
pirants for their loveliness. White lace
and white silk is a thousand 'times
more attractive for the elderly' wom-
an!" evening wear than black lace and
black silk, and where black lace is
used It should be lined with white
chiffon or lightened wittajet garnitures
and pale blue.
Relaeieg.
Ten minutes of perfect relaxation
gives more rest than freers of so-called
resting with tense. muscles. Many a
woman has been heard to say after
arising from her siesta that she feels
more tired than before. It is not to
be wondered at, for her muscles were
unrelaxed and her brain much dis-
turbed.. Rest with utter abandonment
of mind and body. Let the bed, couch
or ("hair beer the whole weight Of the
body. Imagine that you have not the
power to lift a limb. Loosen all ten-
sion. and in a short time you will
feel renewed strength.
An Afternoon Call.
In making an afternoon call a man, 
usuallyleaves- his overcoat, cane or
umbrella, hat and gloves in the hall
before entering the drawing-'room. At
p first or exceedingly formal call. ha
may, if he chooee, carry his hat, gloves
and cane into the room, if the call Is
to be a very brief ens. He sboold Pet
his card on the tray which the, serv-
ant extends to him as be. enters the
room.,
Crystal Hatpins.
Hatpins, with crystal heads, or with
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• 'Away She Went 1 Boasting.
Mr. Subbribs- What's the matter'
Where's the new servant girl?
Mrs. Subbubs-Oh, Geoege, it was all
a misunderstanding. I told lye she
had better dust this morning:- and the
fleet thing I kite!! she had dusted.-
Philadelphia Press.
Experience Warned Him
Mrs Nuwed (in Islam:if-John dear
you're very pale. What can be the mat-
ter with, you?
Mr. Nuwed (feebly)--Oh, nothing,
darling. I thought that was a new cooks
book you were reading.-Judge.
FEARFUL NUISANCE.
First Johnnie-The acoustic proper
ties of this house are very good, don't
you think'
Second Johnnie-No. I think they are
beastly rotten. I could hardly hear my-
self speak in our own box, and I had to
positively strain my ears to hear what
they were saying in the next one!
A Desirable Dad.
The stork one day
Had lost its way,
Was tired and full of rancor
And asked the child
That at It sml:ed
Where it would like to anchor._
The kid was wise,
As you'll surmise,
And murmured to the birdie:
"euet take me down
To New York town




"This cheese is full of holes," com-
plained the prospective purchaser.
"Yes, sir," said the proprietor.
-That's right."
"Haven't you got one with the holes
full of cheese"-Chicago Sun.
Why She Hesitated.
"Can you not see by looking in my
eyes what is in my heart? Then why
do you hesitaters
"I can read what you've got in your
heart, but I can't read what you've gut
in the bank."-Houston Post.
No Need in Her Case.
Notary-You acknowledge, madam,
that the signing of this paper is pout
own voluntary act, and without corn
pul-
Mrs. Meekun (hastily interrupting)-
I do.-Chicago Tribune.
• Probably Not.
Mobberly-la your picture going tc
be hung?
Dobberly-I don't know. 1 heard a
member of the committee say that
hanging was too good for it. -Cleve-
land Leader.
Claimed an Alibi.
"Why do folks say that the first year
-of-marreed-41-fe es-aire tneettra ppy
queried Mrs. Henpeck.




"Thought you said that auto you
sold me ua3 a 20-horsepower?"
"So it is "
"Well. it isn't, the first horse I ran
ovefput it out of lossiness."-Houstot
Daly Port.
"P: ! eu ever make a personal sacri
flee? eteetd the visiting parson.
"Yes, indeed.," replied Mrs. De Style
"I once declined to be interviewed by a
variety - reporter." - Chicago Daily
News.
Not a Stickler.
Willie-In what month were yoe
torn. Miss Runnaboute?
Miss Runnaboute--It makes no di!
ference, dear boy-the apprupriai I
stone is a diamond.-Puck.
Silly Questions.
"Is false eyes always made av glass
1 eunno?"
"Av course they are, ye fool. Hoe
Arse cud a man see through them?"-
Cleveland Leader.
Verious Excuse. for Being Late.
Mrs. Hoyle-The paper says that
there is a short-story famine.
Mrs.. Doyle---Don't you believe It. al',
husband has a new one to offer every
night.-J mtge.
How Could He Tell?
"Do you believe that contentment is
better than riches?"
"i don't know; never having herd any
riches, I have never teen confe)ste"---
Houston Post.
Unpleasant Sea Trip.
Church--What sort of a trip did you
have going to Europe?




"The paper tells of a town where a
child is born every five minutes?"
"They ought to give him a rest and
let him have a chance to grow 









n't Bragiey speak at the m:et- REcRIAT
"Yes, end he gave a good account of
himself."
"Why, I heard he was very tire-
some." ,
"Of course. What else would you ex-
pect an account of himself to be?"-
Philadelphia Press. 1
On Second Thought
"So you have decided not to apply your
Millions to the establishment of libra-
ries?"
I "Yes," answered Mr. Dustin Stax;
i"the chances are that III did a lot of peo-
ple would go to them and read books
about the danger of concentrated
wealth."-Washington Star.
Mnemonics.
"How is the new memory system you
ere studying?"
"It's like all the rest," said the man
who struggles to improve his mind.
"It goes on the theory that It is easier to
remember • whole lot of things you are
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Toed.
Ives
Prehistoric Beast-No, I'm not going
to eat you up, but the next time you cat-
alogue me with the dinosaurs, I see
your finish.-N. Y. Sun.
They Are.
All kinds of winds and weather
And dark and shiny days
Are Jumbled up together
And ba:,, and blossomed ways
Are stretched out for our knowing
But skies are always blue




Stranger (in Outsomehurst)-I am
trying to find the railway station. Is
this the way?
Resident-Not if you want to get
there in time for the only train that
stops. You'll have walk a good
deal faster than that-Chicaeo Trib-
une.
Her Unseemly Perversity.
Mrs. Hunks-I wish you wouldn't be
so positive. There are two sides to
every question.
Old Hunks (with a roar)-Well,
that's no reason why you should al.
ways be on the wrong Betel-Chicago
Tribune.
,Inconsistency.
The Maid-They're always talking
about making football a more open
game, and yet-
The Man-Yes?
The Maid-And yet they keep on
having those horrid secret signals
Puck..
Unconsciousness.
"She's the 7st unconscious girl
-ever saw."
"Well, why shouldn't, she be? She',
pretty and knows it; she's clever and
knows it, anti she's gone and knows it
What has she to be conscious of?"-
Puck.
Boarding House Wit
"We raised Ned la.st night," boasted
the would-be-devilish boarder, "and
the night before we raised Cain."
"You believe in a diversification of
crops, eh" observed the humorous
boarder, with a loud guffaw.-Chicago
BUIL
An Empty Assurance.
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, "did you
hear dat stump speaker say de world
owes us a livin'?"
"Yes. But dere's no harder job on
earth den collect in' bad debts."-Wash-
Heaton Post.
The Truth.
She-Some say you married me rot
my money, and some say you married
me for my looks! now tell me truth-'
fully, what did you marry me for?
He-I'll he blest if I know.-Yonkers
Statesman.
A Tight Squeeze.
Madge-And did he break the ice last
night?
Maud----Break the ice? Why, I thought
at one time that he was going to break
every one of my ribs!-Yonkers States-
man.
Not Sure,
"Did you ever contribute to a
paten fund?,,,"
"Not consciously, but I have paid
premiums on a life insurance policy."
--Washington Star,
No Contribution.
tim—IM Phil contribute to the even.
lug's entertainment? .
Jill-No, he went In on if free pass.-
Yonkers Statesman.
Marked.
0' PI nion-Young Mannerly is a
mark.
Maude's Father-Yee; I toed It last
night.- J udge.
The Distinction.
tenitker-What's the difference be
Moen golf and shinny?
, Docker-Your clothes.-N. Y. his-
• •
HOURS
PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WHICH
TO AMUSE,
_
Clever Scheme for Place-Cards-Un-
usual Way to Arrange Partners
at Informal Evening Affair-
Pretty Table at a Birth-
day Party.
A Souvenir Postal Card Party.
Nearly every town of any size has
Its own individual postals, and in this
day and generation everyone is the re-
cipient of many of these charming re-
minders of travel, both at home and
abroaci. Something original in the way
of entertaining for either dinner.
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
the hostess when she planned this af-
fair.
Th. rowas were decorated with post-
al' fastened together by holes punched
in the corners and ribbons run through
them. Pan's were formed in this
way and made a most effective decora
time. Cards were stuck in picture
frames, placed on tables, on the man-
tels eat-every spot where they would
attrat attention. These cards were
topics of conversation which was very
animated. "Do you remember?" and
"that reminds me" were expressions
beard on all sides.
Invitations were sent out on local
souvenir cards. Then for "place cards"
at this luncheon the hostess had
mailed cards to each guest, ten iu
number, addressing them to her cwn
house number. By these they found
their places at the table. Each one
was asked to come prepared to relate
some incident of travel, either "hu-
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
vote was taken as to the beat story
in each class, souvenirs were awarded
inexpensive articles which the hostess
had collected with this party in inine
Souvenir F,-ticns were 11Fel end the ta•
tie linen came from Ireland.
The menu consisted of crape fru'',
creamed potatoes served in ramekins.
whole w beat breare rivrry salad
by replacing the pits of Californla
cherries with hazel nuts, serving it on
head lettuce leaves with a rich may-
onnais
*
e dresling, and cheese wafers;
Ice cream was served in halves of can-
telm. ‘e with small cakes. The bon-
bons were in dress-suit case boxes, and
the almonds in miniature band-boxer,
which the guests were given for fa-
vors. Iced tea was the beverage, with
a bit of lemon and a candied cherry
in R.
Fun with Soap Bubbles.
Here is a pretty way to amuse one
child, or any number of children
Cover sewing tables with an old blan
ket, or any soft material that wi
make a soft pad. Then procure
bowls of blue, yellow, or the tfo:ralled
"Dutch" ware, a quantity of clay pipes
and several bolts of baby ribbon-the
penny-a-yard quality will do.
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon.
tying a jaunt bow at the bowl. Of
course It wilftet wet, but it looks
pretty when the pipes ace passed. Fill
the bowls with a mixture made from
boiling Ehaved castile temp with water.
to every pint of this liquid add one
teaspoon o' glycerine. This formula
always pro-.. ceree Is at and most
gorgeous 'bubble' "*magiffible.
Offer pries for .he bubbles lasting
the longest; for the one with the most
vivid coloring, and for the one largest
in circumference. By the way, grown
people have been known to indulge in
"soap-bubble parties" with great sat-
isfael ion. They may be blown or
fanned about the room, and it is le .
beautiful sight to see 25 or 30 of them •.
in the air at the sa'me time.
An entertainment which furnishes
amusement for a young people's soci-
ees or club is a corn party. Invita-
tions were issued and everyone won-
dered what the affair could be. "Do.
we eat it: pop it, or what?" No setts-
factory replies 'FAT given; those In.
the secret ,kept the facts to themselvee,
so all the expectant guests could en
was to wait and see.
When the date arrived, the rooms
were found- decorated with ears of red
and white corn; they hung as a frieze,
front grill-work, from gas jets, and
portieres were made from corn ker-
nels strung on a heavy thread. The
kernels were first soaked in lye tc
soften for the needle, ;
A leng basket tilled With ears ol
corn, each tied at the large end wit'l
ribbon, were passed to each guest with
the request to count the kernels
Wooden plates were firitshed on
which to put the shelled corn.. Atte5
all had finished counting a memoran-
dum was taken, then the contents ot
each plate were emptied into a large
bowl, which was conspicuously placed
in the hall, and each person requested
lo guess the number of grains of corn
In the bowl. A record was kept of
each guest. An account was taken
and the two who had come nearest the
correct number were awarded prizes.
The refreshments were hulled corn,
served In bowls with Jersey cream and
nger; 'hot corn muffins, with maple
syrup; .popcorn, doughnuts and coffee
l. hostess who' wished for some-
(eing new in .the way of place cards
for the six guests whom she' had
asked to lunch with her, devised this
clever scheme. She set about. illustrat-
ing each girl's medal fad or !nether!.
ualtsm by pictures, which she mount-
ed and marked with the date, but be
name.
One girl bad a fashion of sitting
Turkish fashion on the floor, and an
advertisement was found to suit thIs
ease to perfection. The golf girl was
eon, also the boating girl; the emirs-




You have never u e
ANY HI
as delicious as Mrs. Carrie Ellis'
Celebrated
Candy
Free samples given away Dom 4 to






Friday Morning, Jan. xa. 1926.
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LOCAL NEWS
-The predictions for today from
a weather standpoint are for snow
or rain. .A littie.4now fell yesterday
morning, but it ..11..„.:(ted to practical-
* nothing melting almost as rapidly
as it touched. the ground.
Mr. James P. Moore, of 7 ; ay,
died Tuesday and was bark('
nesday. Hie as a brother
Robert L Moore, of Covingt7 .. •
Bros. house here.
•-Word, from over at Brookport.
• HI, is that the city officials are pre-
paring to raise-.the saloon license
from $250 ,to $1,000 per ,year.
--Mrs. James Clements entertained
a charming reception yesterday after-
noon at the Owen home on Jefferson
rear Ninth, complimentary. to her
glisst, Miss Glass,- of Madison. Ind.-
-Douglas Downs. of Tennessee
street, ss suffering frornsa badly cut
band that got caught in machinery
at the furniture factory.
--Local sports. are arranging for
a bouriii Nt...vo weeks, between
hemp Kid," the colored local pugilist,
and another of Cincinnati or Louis-
ville.
-Word from California from Mr.
Dick Sutherland is that his daughter
Clansie is rapidly regaining her
heath. He took her ,out there sev-
eral ;Keeks ago.
-Report from Jacksonville, Ill..
• says that the •basebal4 people there
will come into the K. T. league
this year.
-There was a great rus,h for seats
for "The Clansman" when the box
office opened yesterday.
-The police have recovered an-
other set of stolen harness that is at
the City Hail': awaiting the 4,owner.
They think -it was taken by Charles
Lee, the dark)' now in jail oft:charge
of taking the set of Mr. H. Waller-,
stein.
COMPARE LICENSE
MAYOR YEISER WANTS TO SEE
THAT EVERYTHING IS
CORRECT.
When He Finishes Going Over the
Ordinances Regarding Licenses
It Will Be Published.
•.
The new license ?rdinance adopted
list' tenkelc does twYf become effective
suitil it is publishd in the official pa-
per ofethe city,,4dPeaterday ths
nwyor said it winsli be a day or two
before printed, as lie. wanted to go
over die newly type-written docu-
ment and (see that .no mistakes were
made. When the :ordinance was otig
'really drawn last week there was left
blank behind eadh business or pro,
fession mentioned, a space wherein
ras written in lead pencil the amount
of license the boards decided to
charge after. thoroughly discussing
thine. After the measure was final-
ly passed by everybody and the fig-
ures filled in, in pencil, the mayor
turned the document over to the city
stenographer, to 4vrite another. vAiere-
in all words would he in typewn.ting.
The 'stenographer has about finished
this, and now the mayor wants to
compare new one she wrote with that
containing the olighral figures in. reit
cilJto see that no mistake was made
in recopyjng. the bill.
This 'wait though .no hindering
anything as the.'"citi 'remind lia?
been instrticttd to go all,fead a,nd col-
lect licenses according to this nrAT
bill. whieli is practically binding and
effeetiv,-, as it only lacks t1tt iMilica-
tirn of same.
City Hall Roof.
Contraeloie Chri, Miller. the sh(et
iron and .r.64fin0 Worker, has notifi:d
Mayor Yerser that he will 1st4 hisf
men to weirtaxteiondey r • •ring
She roof 
rath 
lit hall building. He
was given the contract, but finds the
roof too s'ippsr.ir .uow, itist after the
snow. and. Ws tot. hia Men to work
aphn the veiy steep affair, as they
may fall injure themselves. If
ge-wel weati prevails lor'-a. few days
1114e snow Ii sleelleffh melt anti leave
*intro 'Ave, blie rise i4e work.
,
ABOUT THE PEOPLE TH E 'KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE
FRIDAY NIGH  9tA  54U3ARY 12, '06
Mr. Jam.. E. Englisih has returned
from- a trip -through the _Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse G. Curd have
tetiirned from Mayfield, where' they
accompanied the remains of the fermi-
er's mother, who died here last Sun-
day and was taken there for burial.
Rev. G. M. McNeilly this morn-
ing returned to Russellville, Ky., af-
ter spending several days there.
Miss Loui-e Cox yesterday left for
a visit in I niphis, Tenn.
Mr. David M. Flournoy went to
Jackson, yesterday on busi-
ness.
Miss Elizabeth Sebree has gone to
Mayfield to xis Miss Nell Usher.
Mrs. J. T. Taylor is visiting here
from Mayfield.
Messrs. Win: Sowards and W. P.
Rishback, th: insurance adjusters,
went South yesterday after visiting
thc.ir local a -etas.
'Mr.- Louis r'ornrillaud, of Dyers-
burg,-ITenn.. • : ‘'ed here yesterday.
Supt. A. f.gan, of the Louis-
ville:Vivision of the I. C., arriv:d
here yesteklay.
Mr. Robert Scott has returned from
.:siting in Montgomery, Ala.
Prof. John A. Mahler and wife, of
St. Louis. have arrived to open a
dancing school.
Miss Hekins left yesterday to visit
Mrs. Jas. Sweeny, of Hopkinsville,
aiter spending several weeks with
1
Mrs. L. Riley, of Jefferson street.
Mr. Charles Mocquot is here from
Chicago, out of which place he now
travels.
Prof. Harry Gilbert returned yes-
erday from Mayfield.
' Mess Em-al Jones, of Cincinnati,
yesterday arrived to visitsPiss Eunice
Latham, Of North Seventhi street.
! Mr; Flunk D. Rektfus Yesterday
went to Cairo for a.day's stay.
Mr. Will Lydon returned last night
- from a business trip to Cairo.
Col. Victor Van de Male • today
• returns from a week's strumming tour
through Illinois.
Mr. Harry Livingston ' returned
from Metropolis last night.
. Mrs. H. A. Bryant and child, of
Memphis, Tenn., art visiting the
former's parents, Justice and -Mrs. J.
,J. Bleich, of Clark street ,near Ninth
RUTHLESS SCYTHE
MISS BONNIE I-TANNERS DIED
OF CONSUMPTION YES-
TERDAY.
Ben Adlei Passed Away After Only
a Few Hours at Hospital-Geo.
Vickers Died
aresserday afternoon at 3 o'cick
Mies :Bonnie Harmers died of con-
sumption at her home, 613 Flournoy
'street. after a lingerins; fllness of
many months.
The deceased was 27 years of age
and, had been residing here quite a
hak. Her IIIIIIMIOssoe dead, but she
is survives] by five sisters and two
betiTher s
The funeral services will be held to-
morrow' corning at to o'clock at the
residence and be followed with inter-
ment at Oak Grove cemetery.
• Died at Hospital.
Mr. Ben Adler died last evening
about .6 -o'clock of pneumonia at the
Riverside hospital, where he was car-
ried only about noon yesterday to be
treated. The attack was all aggrav-
ated and deep-sirated one at4 he pass
1 -131.astay 
only a few hours :4tr being
taken, to the institution.
The deceased resided on Norton be-
tween Stventh and ,Eighth streets,
'and was fifty yars of ake. lie was a
' ste,amboatman and aftcr death the re-
.
(mains were, tusened over to Coroner
Frank Eaker; who had them taken
tu rtle Mat:1-11e- Efinger establishment
on- South Third street. wthe're they
are now being held awaiting to be
claimed ,by his. 'relatives.
_ ..
Another Pneumonia Death.
After only four (lays illness with
pneumonia Mr. George Vickers pass-
ed away at 8 o'clock last evening at
his home near the Sowell mill in Me-
: chanicsburg. The deceased was 49
1,yeare of_age and born in 'McClain
county, this state. but eleven years
ago can* to this city to make his
i home. He was a good-tuan of many,friends and was employed at the coop
etage works hf Methanicsburg. ...„
He is survived by a wife and five
children. The funeral services will be
1.cld tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock




'Yesterday morning early there died
Richard Dunlap, the 4-year-old cOior,
ed boy who was badly burned ,two
days before at the family home, 714
Smith l•-ifth street. The bOily will
be taken' to Brookport, Ill,. today
for interment. Coroner Frank Eaker
'held an inquest yesterday and found
a verdict, according to circumstances
that .howed death bylatal burns. •
*44
Bgsrlet Feier.
The title child of Mr. Sullivan. of
•Stittth..Foursh near Ohio street, died'
,vesterstay Scarlet fever. The •fun-
t ral services has not yet been gunned.
"A PLAY EVERY SOUTHERNER SHOULD SEE.w
"Tit CLANSMAN7
By THOMAS DIXON, JR.
From His Two Famous Novels, "THE CLANSMAN" and
"THE LEOPARD'S SPOTS."
A Thrilling Story of the KU KLUX KLAN.
Stupendous Dramatic Spectacle
Special Metropolitan Cast-5o Peopls-A Small Army of Supernumeriea












Free List Entirely Suspended
SEATS ON SALE THURSDAY g A. M.
DIRECTION SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT COMPANY
GEORGE H. BRENNAN, Manager
HE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONT 548.
Saturday Matinee and Night, Jan. 13, 1906.
By Special Arrangements with
The Augustin Daly Estate
MR.. JOHN C. FISHER





Everything New But the Name
Direct from its Fourth Engagement at Daly 's Theatre, New York,
WITH AN
EXCELLENT CAST OF BROADWAY FAVORITES AND LARGE
SINGING CHLRUS OF so PEOPLE.
GORGEOUSLY GOWNED, MAGNIFICENTLY PRESENTED,
With New Scenery and Brilliant Electric Effects.
Seats on sale Friday at 9 a. in. PRICES: Matinee Ix oo, 7s, so, 25.
PRICES night, Si.so, $t, 75, se, 25.
THE RIVERS
The Kentucky earn< out of the Ten-
nessee river yesterday and lays here
unti: 5 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
before getting out on her return that
way.
There gets out for Cairo this morn
ing at 8 o'clock the steameir Dick
Fowler. She comes hack tonight at
ii o'clock.
The Joe Fowler came in today and
leaves immediately for Evansville„
from whence she again returns Sun-
day morning.
Yesterday the John S. Hopkins
went to Evansville and comes bagk
tomorrow. .
The Buttorff gets to Nashvilie tO-
night and leaves there tomorrow
afternoon on her return here.
The Rees Lee left Memphis yester-
day and gets here Sunday en route
up to Cincinnati.
Th Peters Lee has left Cincinnati






Florence, 8.o; falling. -
Johnsonville, 14.5; failing.
Louisville. 29.3; rising.,
- Carmel, 11.8; falling.
Nashville, 14.4; falling.
Pitt•sburg„3.3; falling.
Davis Island Dam. 575; falling.
St. Louis, 9.8; falling. -
Mt. Vernon, 244: falling.
Paducah, *5 .5; fialliug.
urriside, 7.6; rising.,
Carthage, 8.5; falling.




LOST-Gold necklace and locket
aith L. E. L. engraved on same.
Lost on Fourth between Monroe and
Harrison. Return to 5o6 North




The tobacco dealers of this city
have elected Mir. Edivi•ard R. Miller to
the position of tobacco inspector for
another twelve months. He has held
the position for seven years and is
recognized the most competent and
i reliable inspector ever filling theposition.
1 Fine lettuce for sale; tende!, crispand cheap. Oak. Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
,Cbambets, au American. who is a
noted 'cornet player. is -coming from
France to the States on a tow at






WANTED-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of at and 35; citizens of the
United States,•of good &erecter and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New.




General Cartage Busine:.s, ,
Superior Facilities for office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2.7d nod in..Pro.-
And Household Goods. Botti 'Ption..te ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam' Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - ▪ Residence Phone 726
FOR RENT--Sex-room cottage.1
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT-"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. . G. Brooks.
For Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneml Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
/THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, i6og TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY,
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS-
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avis.
--.-.-.4111111111M11
  1 the Buffet 4I,107 SOUTH FOURTH STREETW. C. Gray, proprietor.FINS OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.Everything seasonable in the satabie served to order. Afoe noonday lunch for is cerroi.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D• SMITH, JR
Eipert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
FOR RENT-Five-robin cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric ITHE
lights, at, io36 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS-
Rooming bowie; 6o rile:erns; full; in-
come $450 monthly; pr9fit Sao° month-
ly; center of Louisville; snap; easy
money; price $3,50o cash. For partic-





Will bring pleasure to your,
home during the long winter
evenings ,They are playing
now at our store Come in





GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-si,h, Kentuckfr,
Capital end Suriguis $18J5,clubcol
W. ROBERTSON. V. PREG. ILED P. NOBLE, PRES.
H. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking busies.... Solicits your deposits. Pays 4.
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire.
proof vault for rent at Ls to $ae per year as to sins. You carry your owe,




Steam and hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
,.4.„44.„,„.„+„+„4-44+1“1-1-1-4-14-H4+44444
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